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STUDY OF ARMY MAINTENANCE FLOAT POLICIES

AND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

(DARCOM IRO PROJECT NO. 251)

I. SUMMARY.

1.1 BACKGROUND.

1.1.1 During the past few years, considerable attention' has beer. focu-sed on Army

policies aid procedures for determining maintenance float reqtirements and managemen~t of

float assets.

1.1.2 Several investigations and studies have been conducted to determine adeqttac,

of Army maintenance float policy and effectiveness of management procedures and to

recommend improvements. h_ the period between Jtuly 1974 a:nd September 1975 the

Army Audit Agency (AAA) conducted audits of maintenance float polic. and manasement

procedures at lieadquarters, Department of the Army (IIQ DA), U.S. Army Materiel

Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM), U.S. Army Commumicatio,,s and

Electronics Materiel Readiness Command (CERCOM), U.S. Army Depot Systems Comm.'id

(DESCOM), U.S. Army Missile Materiel Readiness Command (MIRCOM), U.S. Army

Tank-Automotive Materiel Readiness Command (TARCOM), ard tuits nder the control of

U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM), U.S. Army Training and Doctrir.e Comim-nd

(TRADOC), and U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR). The AAA Report, NE 76-214, dated 26

March 1976 and titled, "Maintenance Float and Direct Exchange," mainly cited problems

and inadequacies within the existing policy for selectin- equipment a'd u:its st-pported

with float and procedures for establishing and evaluating quantities of eqt-ipment required

for float.

1.1.3 As a result of the initial AAA finding, HQ DARCOM, on 28 July 1975, tasl ed

the U.S. Army Maintenance Management Center (AMMC) to evaluate the role -'f

maintenance float in contributing to operational readiness and to ascertain the cost impact

of maintenance float. The AMMC study was directed mainly towards methods for

determining float reqdrements, management of float assets within the depot -,-.d wholeside

supply system, and management of float at FORSCOM and TRADOC installations. The

AMMC study report, "A Study to Determine the Cost Impact of Maintenance Float," dated
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April 1976. provided useful recommendations for improving management and utility of

float equipment and so reduci-ig the quantity :,nd cost of ownership of identifiable float

stock.

1.1.4 The General Accrnu:tirig Office (GAO) also performed a study of Army

maintenance float. Its report, dated 5 April 1977, isas tilled. "Better Management of Spare

Equipment Will Improve Maintenance Productivit- and Save the Arm: Millions." In ge.eral,

the GAO reiterated many of the fi:adins of the AAA and AMMC sttudies aud considered the

responses h, IIQ I)ARCOM and DA to the AAA audit. It co.-che, d that elimination of

operatio-aal readiness float (Oil F) for noncombat units and improvements in comiputational

methods for repair cycle float (RCF) would save the Army man millions of dollars. The

report also recognized that this ongoing DARCOM stvd," was directed towards improving

computational methods and correcting some of the GAO findings.

1.1.5 I:n January 1976, the l, . ,istics Evrh atif- A~e- ci (LEA) of DCSLOG was

directed to conduct a study, "Review of Operational Vloat Concept." Their final report.,

dated June 1977, addressed itself essentially to needed ma:-agement improvements of ORF

in areas cited b-, AAA and GAO.

1.1.6 This stud' was initiated i. September 1976 to evaluate and recommend

improvements to current policies, management guidance, and methods used to compute

RCF requirements. It was to be a complimentar study to the one being performed by LEA

on ORF. The scope of the study was later expanded to include thosi aspects of ORF not

addressed by LEA, particilarly computational methods and field management of ORF

assets. During the performance of this study, participa!;ts studiousl. avoided duplication of

efforts that went into performance of those studies mentioned above. However, the

findings, recommendations, ad methodologies were evaluated for compatibility or

modification in light of findings of this study. In addition, participants con ,bxted

kmowledge gained during other projects such as the Depot Maintenance Mobilization Plan

Study in professing alternative management attitudes about float and new computational

methods.
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1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES.

The study objectives as established by DA ODCSLOG were:

a. Determine the adequacy of current policies, management guidance, practices, and

methods used in computing ORF/RCF.

b. Identify any portion of ORF/RCF policy or guidance which is in need of change.

c. Ider:tify and justify changes which should be incorporated in DA ORF/RCF policy

and other guidance.

d. Develop data as necessary to justify methods to compute ORF/RCF requirements

a:d/or justify any proposed changes in computation.

1.3 SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS.

A team was formed with represei:tatives from the Inventory Research Office (IRO),

the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency (AMSAA), the Maintenaree Management

Center (MMC), and the Depot System Commaf d (DESCOM). IO served as the lead agenci

and was responsible for overall coordination, and was specifically resporsible for

computation techniques. AMSAA was responsible for ORF/RCF policy aid its relatiorship

to the DARCOM Depot Mobilization Plan; MMC was responsible for managetnert a-ld data

for ORF at the retail level; and DESCOM was responsible for the worl-klading and

management of RCF at the depot and also the evaluations of depot standards.

The primary methods used by the study team were:

a. Two sets of questionnaires- -one sent to the DARCOM major support commands

and project managers dealing with policies for determining and verifying maintenance float

requiremerts, and the other dealing with float r..anagement practices in the field se it to

DARCOM field maintenance technicians.

b. Review of existing policy and procedures, regidations, ard a-:ency visits.
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c. Model development to calculate RCF and ORF requirements.

d. Identification of potential data sources which can be used to perform float

calculations and verifications.

1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS.

The following is a set of recommendations based on the research done by the stud)

team and findings of preceding studies cited in the appendix. With each recommendation is

a reference to the paragraph in the study where the support for the recommendation is

discussed.

In order to improve the effective use and management of maintenance float, it is

recommended that:

a. ORF items should be those items that are "reportable for turit readiness reporting

purposes in accordance with AR 220-1." (Paragraph 3.2.5)

b. ORF program quantity (wartime) should be provided for deploying combat u'nits

(Active Army and Reserve Components) and should be based on their Modification Tab'le of

Organization and Equipment (MTOE) "Required" quantities. (Paragraph 3.5.1)

c. The ORF program requirements should be calculated as the average pipeline utsilg

wartime data as described in Paragraph 3.5.2. (Paragraph 3.5.3)

d. ORF should be distributed in peacetime to Continental United States (CONUS)

installations and to support maintenarice units overseas to instre that the urits which the*

support have sufficient assets to carry out their peacetime training mission and to deploy il,

time to meet mobilization or other contingency requirements. As far as deployment and

training readiness are concerned, it is the overall availability (troop unit plus the float pool)

which matters. (Paragraphs 3.2.1 and 3.2.6)

e. For each CONUS installation, the model in Appendix F should be Lsed to

calculate ORF distribution required to achieve the target availability levels of the stpported

units which are authorized float support. (Paragraph 3.4.3)

4



f. Oversea commands should continue to be uithorized their ftull wartime ORF

requirement and that the distribution of ORF among the utiits within the corn .iard is left

to the discretion of the major command. However, the CONUS distribution model will be

made available for OCONUS use and its use encouraged.

g. ORF distribution should e based upon recent performatice of the supplyv ard

maintenance system as reflected in the failure and downtime data which will be collected

per Appendix E utilizing the materiel readiness reports (DA Form 2406). (Parapraph 3.2.4)

h. To insure maximum accessibility of float, the General Supply Uvit (GSU) shoivid

be the primary holder of float (Appendix F.3).

i. General Support Forces and Reserve Component Units sh, dd b a|thorized OF

support only on an exception basis, with DA approval. (Para, aphs 3.2.2 3.2.3, and 3.2.4)

j. The float manarement's report cited in Appendix G shoeld he ited to tracl. Iloat

effectiveness. (Paragraph 3.4.2)

%. The criteria used for issuing ORF to the ising tuit sho!,'d be based on lo'cal

conditions and adniuistrative c'rmveience and shotdd irc!ude issue when equipmerts are ii.

Direct Support (DS), General Support (GS), or organizational repair. (Paragraphs 3.2.6 and

3.2.7)

1. Repair cycle float should be defined as an additional quantitv, of selected end

items/major components of equipment approved for stockage in the wholesale supply

system to replace like items of equipment withdrawn from using activities for ary

authorized depot maintenance. (Paragraph 4.2.2)

m. The RCF program rcqtdrements should be computed as part of the DARCON!

Depot Maintenance Mobilization Plan, and in so doing the interaction between combat

consumption and RCF should be considered. (Paragraph 4.4)

n. The RCF distribution requirement should be produced b- the Total Army

Equipment Distribution Plan (TAEDP) by counting the assets in the depot pipeline in the

not-ready.for.issue account, as is presently done, and by replacing the RCF claimani

5
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requirement by a quantity equal to the forecasted return rate times the order ship time.

(Paragraphs 4.2.4 and 4.3)
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H. INTRODUCTION

2.1 DIRECTION.

2.1.1 This study was initiated as the result of a letter from the Dept-ty Chief of Staff

for Loristics (DCSLOG), dated 7 September 1976, subject: Repair Cycle Float (RCF). The

letter stated in part:

"There is a need to revalidate the Repair Cycle Float policies

of the Department of the Army.

To satisfy this need, it is requested that a study be

undertaken to be titled, 'Department of the Army RCF

Policy, Management Guidance, Practices, Procedtres, and

Methods Used to Establish Repair Cycle Float

Requirements'."

2.1.2 Investigations were conducted within HQ DARCOM to define the scope and

magnitude of the subject and identify those DARCOM activities most capable of

contributing to its success. A proposed study pla-. was drafted and forwarded to DCSLOG

for approval on 9 November 1976. The DARCOM Inventory Research Office was selected as

the lead activity and was directed to proceed by DRCPA-S letter, dated 16 November 1976.

Other participating DARCOM activities were: AMMC; DESCOM; and AMSAA.

2.1.3 The DCSLOG letter, dated 30 December 1976, subject: "Repair Cycle Float

Study," directed expansion of the scope of the study. It stated in part:

"Because maintenance float is the total number of spare

major components and end items required to sustain military

operations at a desired level while repair or overhaul is

performed, it is the combined effect of ORF and RCF which

relates to operational readiness.. . .Consequently, all float

mets, both ORF and RCF, and their individual and

collective impacts on availability or serviceable items to the

twer should be studied.

7



Request the DARCOM study plan be modified to include

methods for establishing ORF requirements and management

of ORF, as well as for RCF. Care should be exercised to

avoid duplication of efforts already expended by the LEA

during their study, referenced lb above."

2.1.4 As the result of this added requirement. the IRO prepared and slbmitted o: 3

February 1977 a completely revised study pla,.

NOTE Complete documents are contained in Appendix B.

2.2 PROBLEM. Conduct a study of policy, practices. procedires, and methods for

determining OPRF and RCF requirements and advocate recessary changes for improving the

efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance float by-the Army.

2.3 SCOPE OF STUDY. Perform an indepth analysis of current and proposed Army

policies, management practices, and computational methods for ORF and RCF in order to

define problem areas ranging from establishment of requirements to management at the user

level. Develop and propose new or modified policies, procedures, and compu'tational

methods for achieving the greatest economy for ownership of float assets comene sxate

with preservation of the required peacetime and mobilization operational readiness of the

Army. Develop, modify, or identify existing models which can be applied to determine

operational readiness and repair cycle float requirements and validate the selected model(s).

2.4 METHODS.

2.4.1 Use of a team effort eomposed of personnel with diverse skills and representi!i,

organizations within DARCOM having interests and responsibilities for varied aspects of

float policy and management.

2.4.2 Identification and review of all existing DOI) Directives, Army Regnlatio-w

(AR's), and DA and DARCOM Pamphlets and Circulars bearing on policy and procedres

for maintenance float.

2.4.3 Review of all past studies for findings 'nd methods ied durivq the

investigation and analysis of fimdings.

8
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2.4.4 Identification and evaluation of existing analytical models for application er
possible modification for use as new computational methods for optimizing float

requirements. Develop new modeb as appropriate.

2.4.5 Use of two sets of questionnaires. One was sert to DARCOM major

subordinate commands and project managers dealing with policies for determining and
verifying float requirements. The other was sent to DARCOM field maintenance technicians

and covered float management practices in the field.

2.4.6 Determination of data sources which can be used to perform float calculations

and verification.

9



HI. OPERATIONAL READINESS FLOAT (ORF)

3.1 CURRENT POLICIES.

3.1.1 Purpose of ORF Paragraph 7-1b of AR 750-1 (1972) states

that: "Operational readiness floats are established and maintai'.ed at CONUS instAllations

md support maintenance units overseas to extend the capability of these activities and mits

to respond to the materiel readiness requiremerts of supported activities. This is

accomplished by providin- supported activities with serviceable replatements from ORF

assets when mission essential items of equipment of these activities ca-not be repaired

within prescribed time limits (Table 7-1)."

3.1.2 Establishment and Use of ORF. Normally, ORF assets are located at the

installation level in CONUS (including those authorized TOE DS units located on the

irstallatior) and at DS units to replace unserviceable, economically reparable items which

lhave a replacement issue priority of IPD I through 8 and which ca,",-ot be repaired by

support mair|tenance within the following time limits (AR 750-1, par. 7-9):

Priorit) Overseas CONUS

IPD 1-3 12 Calendar Days 8 Calendar Days

IPD 4-8 15 Calendar Days 12 Calendar Days

The decision to issue ORF assets is normally made by the support unit

commander; however, the results of the field questionnaire and visits made by members of

the study team indicated that the commander of the supported unit plays a strong role in

the decision, and that the exchange is normally negotiated.

The proposed revision to AR 750-1 deleted the time limits and delegati the

responsibility for establishment of these exchange policies to the major commanders. It did

not, however, provide a basis upon which to calculate ORF requirements. The revision states

that ORF assets are provided "when like items of eqipment of spported activities cannot

be repaired/modified in time to meet operational requdrements."

10



3.1.3 Items to be Supported by ORF. AR 750-1 states that the number of line

items to be provided float support should be held to a minimum and that alternatives such

as the use of direct exchange of modules, standby equipment authorizations, anxd shifting of

support maintenance capabilities to the organizational maintenance level should be

considered (par. 7-2).

Paragraph 7-3 of AR 750-1 states that:

"7-3. Maintenance float eligibility criteria, a. Items selected for

operational readiness float support must be:

"(1) Mission essential.

"(2) Maintenance significant.

"(3) Authorized maintenance support, on a repair and return to user

basis, by maintenance activities below depot level, and above the organizational

maintenance level."

Paragraph 7-3d states that end items which are primarily repaired

by the replacement of their component end items will be provided ORF support, when

warranted, on a component end item basis.

3.1.4 Detemination of ORF Reqtdrements.

Paragraph 7-4 of AR 750-1 states that:

"a. Quantitative requirements for operational readiness float will be determined

"(1) Use of appropriate analytical or simulation models; or

"(2) Applying approved ORF factors to TOE/TDA distribution

requirements for end items and component end items as reflected in program doctumezts

and/or the DA Major Item Distribution Plan. See AR 700.120.

11!
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"h. Initial requirements for operational readiness float for a system which

is to be provided as component end items will be determined using an allocation model such

a the Techniques for Determining Optimal Operational Readiness Float model available
from the U.S. Army Materiel Command Maintenance Support Center, Letterkenny Army

Depot, Chambersburg, PA 17201.

"c. An operational readiness float requirement will not be computed for

aircraft in TDA units."

In paragraph 7-4e it is stated that:

"Program/budget maintenance float (ORF and RCF) requirements will be
computed as indicated in current 'PEMA Policy and Guidance for Preparation of Part I of

the AMP'."*

3.1.5 Maintenance Float Factors.

Section 7-5b, AR 750-1, required that ORF factors be computed on a line-item

basis by national level materiel managers. Separate factors are required for each of several

major commands or geographic areas.

Paragraphs 7-5e requires that the factors be reviewed at 2-year intervals, and

recomputed when actual experience data indicates that the values used in computing the

factors are invalid. Paragraph 7-17 presents the somewhat confusing requirement for an
annual review of float levels.

Appendix L presents two methods for computing ORF factors. The first uses the

formula

ORF factor = (OR) (MTTR)
MTBF + MTTR

*NOTE: This document has been superseded by the "Procurement Planning and Policy Guidance," dated

1 December 1975.

12



where

a. MTBF is the average time between failures which require float issue.

b. MTTR is the average time required to repair items at the support level. It includes

transportation time and time awaiting repair as well as shop or bench time.

c. OR is an operational readiness rate specified in program do,-uments or materiel

readiness reglations.

The second method presented is a nomograph (Figure L -1) which gives ax ORF

factur as a function of MTBF, MTTR for those actions requiring a float trarsactior,' and the

number of items being supported. The nomograph is designed to yield a float factor which

provides 80-percent float availability.

The regulation is very confusing as to when each of the two methods is to be

used.

It should be noted that the draft revision to AR 750-1. dated April 1977 deletes

the annual review and the nomograph. Instead of the mandatory 2-year review cycle, it

requires that the factors be reviewed when the availability rates for the equipment,

worldwide or specific major command, as reflected in DA level materiel readiness reports ier

three consecutive reporting periods show a deviation of 5 percent or wore from the DA

standard.

3.1.6 Data Sources for Updating ORF Factors.

Paragraph 7-5f specifies that data for updating ORF factors will come from:

a. The maintenance management system.

b. Sample data collection.

c. Maintenance float transaction and usage reports (on DA Form 2407).

13



d. Information provided by field commands to justify recommended changes in

float allowances.

However, no specific procedure is prescribed for data collection and analysis.

3.1.7 Units for Which ORF is Provided.

Authorizations of ORF for the program (wartime) force is contained in the

"Procurement Planning and Policy Guidance," and for the distribution (peacetime) force in

AR 700.120.

The "Procurement Planning and Policy Guidance" specifies that ORF is to be

calculated for the tuiits included in the approved program force, at their "Required"

MTOE/TDA levels.

AR 700-120 states that the ORF distribution requirement is to be based on the

MTOE/TDA "Authorized" quantities for CONUS Active Army units uid the "Required"

quantity for overseas units. Reserve Component tunits are not authorized ORF until

mobilized. ORF for aircraft arid related items are authorized at the "Required" levels for all

commands, Active and Reserve (par. 2-5). ORF is issued to mairtenance support units and

activities under the same priority as that assigned to supported mm.its for i.nitia issue of

items.

3.2 PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT POLICIES. The studies b3 the General Accotu-tirg

Office and Army Audit Agency surfaced several problems with the current ORF policies.

The study by USALEA addressed most of those problems. During the course of this

independent study, it was felt that some of the problems had been adequately addressed by

LEA. In several other areas, however, this study tles a different view.

3.2.1 Distribution Requirement vs. Program Requirement.

Although the current version of AR 750-1 mentions botb a prod.ram (wartime)

and distribution (peacetime) requirement for ORF, the emphasis is clearly on the peacetime.

This emphasis has led some to assume that a reduction in the distributior of ORF would

save vast sums of money, since those assets would not need to be proctired. This is not true.

14



since the AAO is composed, in part, of the ORF program requirement, not the distribution

requirement. Thus, a reduction in the distribution requirement has no effect on

procurement levels.

ORF is distributed in peacetime to CONUS installations and to sitpport

maintenance units overseas to insure that tie units which they support have sufficient afssets

to carry out their peacetime training mission and to deploy in time to meet mobilization or

other contir;ency requirements.

Given that the AAO has been filled, the decision to distribute assets as ORF is

really a choice between keeping the assets in storage or putting them in the hands of the

troops. Items which are distributed and not iised will deteriorate faster than if Lept in

climate-controlled storage. Also, the concern has been expressed that items which are

distributed may be used excessively for training which is only marginally effective, and the

equipment may be worn out when it is required for war.

If assets are in short supply, the distribution of too much float to some of the

higher priority units may degrade the readiness haJNtce of the overall force.

A further problem arises in the distribution of ORF to CONUS installations. The

units which they support in peacetime will be deployed elsewhere in wartime, and the ORF

will have to be redistributed at a time when the demands upon the transportation and

management control systems will be heaviest.

The policies which govern the distribution of ORF in peacetime must reflect these

different conditions, and should vary with the type of unit, its location, and its deployment

priority.

The calculation methodology for the ORF factor and the data sources for

updating are also based on peacetimc maintenance rates and turnaround times. DA Form

2407 and sample data collection@ are cited as the primary source for updating the factors,

with no mention given to the need for using the data as a starting point for producing

wartime predictions.
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The USALEA study states erroneously, it is felt, that the ORF factors contaLned

in SB 710-1-1 are wartime factors, and that the Army has not updated the ORF factors

since 1971 because there is little need to do so every 2 years if the "following proceditre for

determining wartime (sic) ORF factors for new items in paragraph 7-2 or AR 750-1 is

followed:".* AR 750-1, however, is clearly oriented toward producing peacetime factors.

It should be noted that a wartime ORF factor would lilely e hi-her than the

current factor and that the Army has probably been buying too little ORF.

The proposed revision to AR 750-1 states much more clearly the difference

between the program and distribution requirements. It too, however, specifies only one

factor, a wartime factor. This factor, when applied to the peacetime force levels, will

probably overstate the distribution requirement. This is likely to be much less serious than

the understatement of the program requirement.

3.2.2 ORF for General Support Forces.

The LEA report recommends that General Support Forces be authorized ORF

support only on an exception basis, with DA approval. They point out that in peacetime,

these units (primarily in the CONUS training base) can often obtain assets from a. allocated

TOE tiut without degrading the readiness condition of the loaning unit.

It should be noted that the wartime requirement for these units depetds heavily

upon the scenario. A short war which requires a "go with what you have" approach would

lessen their need for float; whereas, a longer war would place a heavier burden oi' the

training base and increase their float requirement. In that case, however, the trainin-

requirement may build up late enough so that the production base may be able to provide

the needed equipment.

The exception basis for authorization thus seems quite reasonable.

*USALEA report, p. 5-1.
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3.2.3 ORF Requirements for Reserve Components.

The LEA finding that the program requirement for Reserve Component twits is

valid, but that the distribution be done on an exception basis (essentially the current AR

750-1 policy) is adequately supported. Their recommendation to revise AR 11-I Ito resolve

the discrepancy w to the distribution question naturally follows from their stndy resudts.

3.2.4 Use of Supply and Maintenance Performance Standards for ORF Distribution.

The LEA implication that supply and maintenance standards be used for float

computation is felt to be not valid.

This study proposes to base the ORF distribution instead upon the recent

performance of the supply and maintenance systems as reflected in the failure and

downtime data which will be collected (see Appendix E). In the first place, as discussed in

Section 3.2.1, the distribution of ORF affects mainly the split between the items kept in

storage versus those distributed to the field units. Secondly, many of the factors which

affect supply and maintenance performance are beyond the control of the units (e.g.,

personnel strengths, budgets, NICP performance, etc.).

The purpose of the ORF distribution is to maintain deployment and training

readiness, not to be used as a club to effect other management improvements. If the supply

and maintenance management systems work properly, then the data upon which the

distributions are based will reflect tnis. If the systems are not working properly, it would be

shortsighted to "penalize" units by withholding float. To do this is to ultimately penalize

the readiness of the force.

3.2.5 ORF Item Selection Criteria.

Since the purpose of ORF is to maintain the materiel readiness of the force, the

items selected for ORF support should be consistent with the materiel reading-s reporting

requirements. In revising AR 220-1, "Unit Readiness Reporting," DA has recognized that an

item which is "mission essential" for one unit may not be for another. Accordingly, a

ch=ag in the method of designating equipment to be reported for readiness status has been
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iaitiated b" DA. This chan42e will annotate ever, li'ie item ,aimber (LIN) in each TOE with

Onr, of the following codes by January 1978:

Code Readiness Identificatior

A Primary Weapons and Equipment

II Auxiliary Eqiprient

C Ad'iirislrative Spport Equipt,,e:ut

Primarv ,Yeapons axd Eq ipment (PWE) is defined as a riaior item of equipment

!s:e ntial to and empluld directly in the accomplishrnc'it c tle tmit's primary operational

mission. It is these items which will be reported ir the t:,it readiness reports.

Until that annotation is complete, the revised AR 2201 requires reporting or all

RICC-I items.

The current criterion of "mission essential" should, therefore, be replaced with:
"reportable for unit readiness reporting purposes in accordance with AR 220-1."

3.2.6 Ti-rnaromid Time Limits for Issiing ORF.

AR 750-1 establishes critcria for issing float, based on th forecast of the time

tfquired to repair the item at supporl maintenance. The proposed ,evisiol deleted these

tim,, limits and dele!.ated th respo.ms;biilif for estallisl|ineit ef the c ,chihage policies to the

ma'or commands. It did riot, hoi-',er, provide a basis tpon which tc" calcuilate the ORF

requirements.

These time limits are really an administrative tool which I eeps the "'ulmber of

float exchanges to a manageable level. In peacetime, the criterio, should vary depending

upon local conditions. For example, if a troop unit is about to begin a field training

exercise, the time limit should be low so that float assets required for the exercise can be

drawn. Conversel., at times whes assets are not required for traini'ic or deploymert, there is
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little n'eed to make the exchange. Issuing float based on administrative convenience is

consistent with the replies received from the questionnaire.

The effect of reducing the time limit is to shift availability from the float pool to

the using unit. As far as deployment and training readiness is concerned, it is the overall

availability (troop trit plus the float pool) which matters. Discussions with DA DCSOPS

personnel revealed that the readiness of the float is not reported in twit readiness reports.

This is the apparent cause of some of the problems of float abuse and cai.ibalization cited

in the LEA report and in the field questionnaire (see Appendix D).

I wartime, tnits are likely to require ORF whenever an item is Ii! ely to be down

for an extended period. Discussions with U.S. Army Logistics Center personrtel involved in

maint ax ice restructuring studies indicated that the trend is toward doing .1s much

mainterance in the forward areas as is practical. This trend makes much less clear the

difference between "organizational" and "support" maintenance.

3.2.7 Support vs. Organizational Maintenance.

As noted in Section 3.1.1, the purpose of ORF according to AR 750-1 is, in
effect, to retain the materiel readiness of the force. Given the vagueness, thotvh n-netheless

the importance of readiness, it seems prudent to place few restrictiorns ot the use of float

equipments. Yet, current policy allows float draw only when an equipment failure requires

support maintenance. Limiting float draw to these cases implicitly assumes that TOE

quantities have a built-in safety factor to protect against amounts in orgaizational

maintenance. This, however, is prohibited by AR 310-34.

Especially in the light of ongoing maitenance restructurir j stu'dies, which are

obscuring the difference between support and organizational maintenance, the tse of ORF

to compensate for equipment in organizational maintenance is as much a need as to

compensate for support maintenance.

If float items were not permitted to be exchanged for items in organizational

maintenance, then more float would be required to meet the imit's readiness goals. This

seemingly paradoxical conclusion follows because a given float item is able to be used wore
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frequently, and hence more effectivel), if it is teed to cover organizational as well as

support maintenance. For example, if a unit's item is in organizational repair, -jid the unit

needs that item then not allowing the unit to exchange for an available float item arbitrarily

penalizes the readiness position, and wastes an available float item. On the other hand, if

there were no float items available for exchange, then as far as readir.ess is concerned, it

does not matter in any practical way if float is permitted to cover organizationl repair or

not. Consequently, for a given amount of float stock, unit readiness is improved by allowing

the items to cover both organization and support maintenance. That there will be more

demands for float if organizational repair is covered, only means that the given amotut of

float will be used more effectively to maintain readiness. It does not mean that more float

will he required. It is important to note that in paragraph 3.2.6, it is recommended that the

criteria for drawing float is left up to the commander and should be based on administrative

convenience.

It, therefore, appears that the restriction that float may not he issued to cover

organizational maintenance downtimes should he removed. The change in the float

management procedure required to effect this change should not be too drastic.

If the troop itrit needs a float item to replace an item which is down for

organizational maintenance, a loan can be effected. Alternatively, a delayed exchanre can he

effected with the unserviceable item being sent to the float pool after it is repaired.

3.3 PROPOSED ORF POLICIES.

The remainder of this chapter presents the proposed policies for determining ORF

distribution (peacetime) and program (wartime) requirements, and methods for calcriating

them.

3.4 OR F DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENT.

3.4.1 Purpose of ORF in Peacetime.

ORF is distributed in peacetime to CONUS installations and to siipport

maintenance units overseas. The objective is to inst~re that the units which they support

have sufficient assets to carry out their peacetime training mission and to deploy in time to
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meet mobilization or other contingency requirements. These requirements will vary with the

type of unit and its location. The policies which govern the distribution of OI!F in

peacetime must reflect these different conditions.

3.4.2 Overseas Commands.

These units will be the first to engage in combat iai the !Y-'nt " w ar. Becctse if

this, their readiness and training requirements are hirh. The ctirreiut policy allccates to the,'

their full wartime requirement (the wartime ORF factor times the "Reqtired" MTOF

quantities). Distribution of ORF among the ir.its within the command is left to the

dis tion of the major command. The distribtution, regulativ,;.. AR 700-120 (par. 2-17;)

states that the overseas command need not requisition the ftlJ reqtirement if der,:': d

experience or the lacl, of adequate storage facilities makes it desirable. These policies appe'r

reasonable, so long as the commander has an adequate management co*!trol system to inrsxe

that ORF which is distributed to the units is being properly utili."ed.

It is proposed, therefore, that for the Major Item Distribi'tion Plan (MIDP),

overseas commands contintue to be authorized their fldl wartime req-irepiecf. To assist the

overseas commands in maLing their troop muit allocations, the medel which is proposed for

CONUS units (discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter and Apperdi%: F) shotld be

provided to them. Also, it is proposed that the float management report which is disciissed

in Appendix G be used to track float effectiveness.

3.4.3 CONUS Based Active Army Units.

These units must also maintain a high state of readiness in order to be read., to

deploy in time to meet the requirements of approved contingency plans. This deployment

requirement also imposes a training requirement which is fairly consta"t.

The deployment (and hence the training) priority of these units may vary,

however, and this shotdd be reflected in their ORF authorizations.

The proposed revision to AR 220-1 provides varying equipment availability

targets, depending upon the tinit's Authorized Level of Organization (ALO). For.ALO I

units, the target is an averaj-e availability rate for all reportable items of 90 percent. Ib%
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addition, AR 220-1 identifies certain "pacing items" b TOE series. Pacing items are defined

as: "Major weapons systems aid selected command and control equipment of such

importa:nce that they are se'.ject to continuous monitoring and management at all levels of

command. These items pace Army readiness as a whole" (par. A-2m). The pacing items for

an ALO 1 unit are required to meet the DA availability standard specified in Table 1, AR

750-52 or Appendix A, AR 95-33 (for aircraft).

The following table summarizes the requirements for the different ALO's.

AR 220-1 TARGETS
AUTHORIZED AVERAGE AVAILABILITY PACING

LEVEL OF OF ALL REPORTABLE ITEM

ORGANIZATION ITEMS AVAILABILITY

ALO 1 90% DA STD

ALO 1 80% DA STD-5%

ALO 3 70% DA STD- 10%

For each CONUS installation, it is proposed to apply the model described in

Appendix F. The model calculates the peacetime ORF level which is required to achieve the

target availability levels of the supported units which are authorized float support (see

Section 3.2.2).

For a Oiven item, the model is applied as follows:

Step 1: For each unit at a given installation, the "Authorized" quantity
and the imit's ALO is obtained from the Strticture and

Composition System (SACS).

Step 2: The overall availability reqiirement for the item at the i'mstallation
is calculated as follows:
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M M

AR= TNAi / Ni

i=1 i=l

where AR = availability requirement at the installation level

M = number of units authorized the item

Ai availability target for the item, dependi,-

upon the ALO of tmit i

Ni  = "Authorized" quantity of the item for !-it i

Step 3: The failure rates and maintenance turnaround times for the item

at the given installation is then obtained ir% accordance with

Appendix E.

Step 4: The model described in Appendix F is then applied to determine

the ORF requirement for the installation.

Step 5: The ORF requirements for each installation is then roiled up by

major command (FORSCOM/TRADOC).

3.4.4 Reserve Component Units.

As noted in Section 3.2.3, it is proposed that ORF be authorized to Reserve

Component units only on an exception basis. For those uinits which are authorized ORF,

the method of Section 3.4.3 is proposed.

3.5 ORF PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.

3.5.1 Purpose oi ORF in Wartime.

ORF for wartime i provided to sustain the capability of combat units by

providing replacement mets for those items which require maintenance and which cannot

be repaired and returned to the unit in time to meet operational requirements. Since the
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program requirement is intended to support the wartime force, it must reflect anticipted

eqipment and looistics system performance wider full-scale wartime conditions. based on

approved scenario s.

ORF should be provided for all deplo.% ing combat units (Active Arm) and Reserve

Components) and should be based on their MTOE "Required" quiantities.

3.5.2 Inputs Required for Calculating Wartime ORF Factors.

Basically, the type of estimates required to calculate wartime OrF arc the same -s

those for pea.cetime (i.e., maintenance frequencies and turnaround times).

The estimates must reflect anticipated wartime conditions, though.

A. Wartime Maintenaince Freque.cy.

The frequency with which items require maintenance must be based t-pon

anticipated combat end-item utilizatior rates (e.g., miles/month/vehicle) and should include

those maintenance actions residting from normal wear and tear and from nonlethal combat

damage. These estimates are not yet available. However, two studies have been done, one by

AMSAA (on the All-I helicopter) and one by the Ordinance Center and School (the

CODAM Study on the M60 tank) to predict combat damage.

A pilot program is currently being, initiated by DA DCSLOG to combine the

resudts of nonlethal battle damage with combat operation wear and tear of eqtdpwep.t to

estimate repair parts and maintenance reqirements for combat-essential equipment. This

will be a follow-on effort to the CODAM and AMSAA AN-I studies. Initial results of the

pilot project for the M-113, AH-1S, and AN/TSQ-73 will not be available until the third

quarter of FY 78. A limited number of other combat-essential equipment will be addressed

in follow-on studies. When data becomes available from this program, it should be applied to

determine wartime ORF. Until such data is available, other data such as engineering

estimates, WARPAC FM'F. data from test projects such as BART, and the

wartime/peacetime failure factors which are being developed by DARCOM in support of the

TLR/S effort should be used.
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B. liainenaakce Turnaroli~d Times.

These titrnaroid times depend upon the jr-theatre transportatioit 8% stem,

parts availabilit), and miain:tenance sl stem capacities.

(1) Transportation Times.

The stud) team has been unable to fikid au source for definitive estin&'tes

of these times. The ozulv estimates which were found were provided by the USAOC&S to

the U.S. Army Lo~ristics Center, and were for M60 ta. engines, based on a force in the

SCORES MEII scenario.

TRANS. TIMIES (HRS)

MIN PROB MAX

User to organization maintenance 2 3 7

Org. maint. to [)SU (forward) 7 15 31

DSU (forward) to DSU (rear) 10 12 24

DSU (rear) to GSU 12 24 48

The estimates of transportation times depend uipon the itemn to be moved.

the deployment, and the availability of transportation resources. The most liu-ely source of

such information would be a theatre-level war game, such as that done at the Coi&cepts

Analysis Agency. Their current models, however, do not calculate transportation times.

(2) Availability of Repair Parts.

Stardards do exist in AIR 710.2 which provide a basis for

estimating the average waiting time for part. That regulation specifies targe*t demand

accommodation rates (percent of items stocked) and demand satisfaction rates (percent of

demand for stocked items which can be satisfied immediateI),, from stoci on hand). These

standards could be used a follows:
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Let d = demand accommodation rate

8 = demand satisfaction rate for a stocl'ed item

r = reorder c) cle time for a stocl, ed item

t = time required to obtain a nonstocled item

The average wait for parts is

W = Expected wait for stocked items I X I Prob demand is for

a stocked item

+ [Expected wait for nonstocPed items] X I Prob demard is for

a nonstoced item ]

The expected wait for a stocled item is simply the

Expected wait ,ivev the item is out of stool,

x [Prob item is out of stock]

Now the expected wait given the item is out of stoc. is one half of the expected

stoclout period or (1 -s)r/2; and the probability the item is out of stoch is simply 1.

The overall average wait is thius

W =(d) (I _8)2 (j)+ (I _d)t

For example, assitme

that nonstocked items must be requisitioned from CONUS and that

the UMMIPS time standard (DODD 4500.32R) for IPG 1 applies.

Then t = 12 days

that the reorder cycle, r 30 days
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that d .8

that s = .75

Then the average wait would be

W = (.8) (.25)2(30 days/2) + (.2) (12 days) = 3.15 days

A possible extension of this approach would be to calculate the proportion of the

repair parts in prepositioned war reserves versus that in CONUS, apply an in-theatre

requisition time to the former, and the UMMIPS time to the latter.

(3) Maintenance Times.

Estimates of the wartime maintenance times depend upon the
availabilit% of maintenance units and their capacities given that they are :ctually deployed.

If the planmed maintenance units camnot be deploi ed di to strategic

lift constraints or the shortage of other required assets, more float milst be bolught to

account for the additional waiting time. This would impact most heavily Ipo:n early

deploying units. Oe approach would be to ise the actual deplo3 ment schedule, atd include

waiting time based upon that schedule. This would be extremely cumbersome, however. The

impact of assuming that the maintenaince wifts are deplo)ed as required would be

minimized by the fact that the ORF quantity which is calculated for the total force would

be available for tse by the early deploying units intil the maintenance system can catch ip.

This latter approach is recommended.

Given that the maintenance units exist, their capacities in terms of the

projected wartime repair times must be estimated. Currently, no generally accepted

estimates exist. Until the DCSLOG pilot project (previously cited) is completed, interim

estimates such as those in the WARPAC FM's must be used.

(4) Waiting Times at Maintenance Facilities.

The time which an item spends waiting in a quieue at the mainiteniance

facility depends upon the capacity of the facility relative to the damands which are placed
upon it.
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The current method for sizing maintenance organizations is not based

upon a waiting time limit. The MACRIT process merely sizes the maintenance organization
to provide enough direct labor man-hours to match the anticipated workload in terms of the

man-hour requirement.

The most reasonable option at this time is to use peacetime data and

accept the float requirement as a lower bound.

3.5.3 Method of Calculation.

Given the current paucity of input data, it is recommended that the ORF program

requirement be calculated as the average pipeline quantity. That is:

ORF Program Quantity = Failure Rate Average Turnaround Wartime Initialx x
(Per Deployed Item) Time Issue Quantity

A further reason for adopting this approach is that the AAO (wartime) is
relatively insensitive to the ORF component. For many of the major firepower items, the

combat consumption requirement greatly overshadows the ORF, and the estimate of

combat consumption is greatly dependent upon assumptions concerning deployment
schedules, enemy threat, and tactics.

The precision to be gained by using more sophisticated models for ORF just
woudd not be worth the extra effort. Later, as better forecasts become available, it m,-' be

worth using more precise models.
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IV. REPAIR CYCLE FLOAT (RCF).

4.1 CURRENT POLICIES.

4.1.4 Purpose of RCF.

Paragraph 7-1c of AR 750-1 states the purpose of RCF as follows; "The repair

cycle float is established to permit withdrawal of equipment from tising organizatio:s of

commands for scheduled c) clic depot maintenance and for the repair at depot mairtennrce

facilities of crash-damaged aircraft without detracting from the materiel readiness of the

organization or command. The RCF is used to extend the economic service life of Arm,

mate-iel by providing for its timely depot maintenance ov a cyclic basis. Quantities of RCF

assets as authorized b-, ODCSLOC, DA are maintained within the supply system to provide

exchange assets to usin.- organizations or commands for equipmenrt enterihng t)A-schedlled

depot maintenance programs and for those crash-dania.ed aircraft evacuated to depot

maintenance facilities for corrective maintenance."

4.1.2 Establishment and Use of RCF.

The establishment and use of RCF is controlled by lQ )A and is toverned by the

requirements of funded erd item depot overhaid pro,!tar (AR 759-1, par. 7-6f).

Accountability for RCF is maintained by the NICP and contrel over allocation is the

responsibility of the depot overhaul program manager (AR 750-1, par. 7-10b).

4.1.3 Items to be Supported by RCF.

Paragraph 7-3b, AR 750-1 states that: "Items selected for repair cycle float

support must be:

"(1) Mission essential.

"(2) Authorized for withdrawal from using units/commands for

overhaul in depot maintenance facilities after scheduled periods of use (calendar time) or

operation (hours, miles, or rounds fired)."
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4.1.4 Determbiation of RCF Requirements.

Paragraphs 7-4d and e of AR 750-1 states that:

"d. Quantitative requirements for repair cycle float (RCF) will be

determined by:

"(1) Use of appropriate analytical or simdation model; or

"(2) Applyig approved RCF factors to that increment of the population

of items authorized RCF support forecasted for or included in approved depot maintenance

(overhaul) programs.

"e. Program/budget maintenance float (ORF and R CF) requirements will

be computed as indicated in current 'PEMA Policy and Guidance for Preparation of Part I of

the AMP'."

AR 700-120 states that the RCF distribution requirement is based on the

density of equipment authorized in the MTOE's and TDA's of the imits being supported and

is utilized to cover equipment awaiting overhaul, in the overhaud process, and in transit to

and from depot overhaul (par. 2-9).

The "Procurement Planning and Policy Guidance" states that the RCF

program requirement is obtained b) multiplying the RCF factor from the SSN file times the

MTOE "Required" quantities of the program force (par. 3.2.1b).

4.1.5 RCF Factors.

Paragraph 7-5d of AR 750-1 requires that RCF factors be computed on a line

item basis by national level materiel managers for all end items selected for RCF support.

Separate factors are required for: (1) USAREUR, (2) USARPAC, and (3) other areas.

Appendix L hives the following formula for comptuting the RCF factor:

RCF = OCT/TBO, where
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OCT is the overhaul cycle time and TBO is the time between overhauls. Basically, tile

formula provides an RCF quantity equal to the average urserviceable pipeline.

The overhaul cycle time is the time required to evactuate items scheduled for

cyclic overhaul from using commands to depot maintenance facilities and to accomplish the

scheduled overhaul. Paragraph L -5 specifies that for new items the OCT shot dd include the

standard tralsportation time from the using command to the depot, the estimated time

required to perform the overhaul, and a waiting time equal to twice the time required to

perform the overhaul. For items deplo)ed 2 years or more, paragraph L-8 specifies that the

OCT should be determined from depot maintenance performance reports.

Paragraph L -5 requires that estimates of the time between overhav]' (TBO) for

new items be derived from acquisition and maintenance support planniig doctuments. For

items deployed 2 years or more, the TBO is to be determined from the reported mileage,

usage, or acquisition data, or from data of items actually overhauded (par. L-8).

For aircraft, the same basic procedure is used, except that the RCF factor

includes the element of crash damage.

In February 1976, DARCOM implemented a program for updating RCF factors

based on data in the DESCOM files. TBO data is tal en from the unserNiceable generation

factor (UGF) file. The UGF is a 3-year moving average of actual returns per fielded end item

density.

The OCT includes a pipeline time of '-month for CONUS, 2 /z months for

Europe, and 4 months for the Pacific. (This will be used mtil better pipeline data can he

collected from the Continuing Balance System). The "repair cycle time" (shop time to

overhaul the item) is taken from DESCOM's Master File for Maintenance (MFM). The time

awaiting overhaul is set at twice the repair cycle time.

4.2 PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT POLICIES.

4.2.1 Distribution Requirement vs. Program Requirement.

Much of the discwsion of this problem in the chapter dealing with ORF applies to

RCF as well. The current RCF factors are based on peacetime. A further problem which
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exists for RCF is that the composition of the CON t S depots' worlnads mai be drasticall'

different ia wartime than in peacetime. Thus, there ma-, be an RCF requirement in the AAO

when there are rio plans for depot muainteniance of thiat item during wartime. Conv'erseli

there mai be no RCF peacetime requirement even though there are plans for warijiw~ dc-pvt

mairtntcxw~e.

4.2.2 Restriction of RCF to Overhail.

Cutrrent policies restrict RCF to a level sufficient to support ftipided overliald

programs (AR 750-1, par. 7-5h). Ihowever, depot level maintenance operatiors are not

restricted to cyclic (which is a termi which, loosely tabhen, encompasses the 'tewA

Reliabiliti -Centered Mai~etcve Concepts) overhaul. Table 1-2, AR 750-1 irdicates that

the depots perform other ti pes of maintenance, too. Since the purpose of RCF in peacetime

is to nraii tain force readiness, it miust hie provided to cover all authorized mainteancee

operatioris which require evacuation of ifems from the field units to the CONUS depots.

Therefore, it is eecommeuuded that repair cycl~e float be defined as at) additional quantity of

selected end items/major components of equipment approved for stochage in the wholesale

supply s-. stem to replace litie items of equipment withdrawn from uising.,ctivities for depot

niainteniaiwe.

4.2.3 Forecasting of Equtipment R~eturn Rates.

Thc GAO report (Chapter 4) points out that the current nmethiod off forecasting

unserviceable equtipment returns to the depots, wich txses a 3-ea moving averiage. min rot

be responsive to changes in mnain~tenance -onicepts and other factors affecting future depot

maintenance requirements.

A previous IRO sttudi * determined from the data which was then ovalilable. 0hat

the nioving average, densit' related, forecast performred better that- oilier statistical

forecasting techniquies. It is obvious, however, that policy, changes may invalidate tn,% prurel:,

statistical forecast v-.d that the systemn should reflect such changes anid selectivel, idju-st the,

forecasts.

*W. Ka~rl Kruse, "Comparison of Asset Return Forecasting Techniqucs," IRO Report No. 212, D)ec 74.
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4.2.4 Relatiouship of Peacetime RCF to the Futnded l)epot Mitrseprogram.

Aniong tie distribution requirements for field unfits inchcded itt the Cate'-or% If

NIIIP are those qutantities required for: (1) fillig sliortales to the ut.its' atithorizatioois:

(2) replacement of normal attritioni; and (3) replaceent of those itemis iAlhieh are

evacuated to the CONIJS depots for maintenance (Rd-').

Althouyh these separate requirements are calculated, no separate accout.til.g is

done for three separate po~ols of equipment. The CONIJS depots' assets are mcerely classified

as "ready for issue" (RFI) and as "not ready for issue" (NRIF). The RYI quantity is

increased by receipts from procurement and by the output of the depot inaittenance

process. It is decreased by the actual distribution of the item~s.

In practice, assets are distributed by fillir- requisitions on the basis of the

priorities establislwod b,, AR 11-12. A unit which retiuris ar unservice.1ble asset for depot

maintenance transfers accountability for the item to the NICP. AF far as the w'mit is

concerned the item is lost, just as if the asset were lost throngh attrition. Whev the

unserviceable asset has been repaired, it is placed in an RFI staWs and becomes available to

fill the highest priorit:- requisition. Thus, the unit with the hig-hest priority- will receive an

asset first, irrespective of the cause for its requisition (to fill a shortage to its authorization.

to replace an asset which was conisumed, or to replace an asset which was reti-rned for depot

maintenance).

If a hikh priority- unit requisitions an asset to replace one which was returned fo: r

depot maintenance, its requisition will be filled even if the RFI pool includes ILO items

which have come from depot maintenance. If assets are availabJle, the unit's effective order

ship time is that which is required to fill its requisition.

Currentl-, the MIDP RCF procedures doubly account for the RCF requidrement

by both adding an RCF requtirement for each claimant to be filled with ready-for-issue

stock, and also by gernerating the assets in the depot miaitenance pipeline which appear iii

the not-ready-for-issue account. The MIDP is scheduled to be replaced by the Total Arm'

Equipment Distribution Plan (TAEDP), in June 1978. The double accomnting has beeni

corrected in the TAEDP by removing the assets it, the depot pipeline from the

not-ready-for-issue account. However, ou~r proposed method requires that the TAEDP retain
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the depot pipeline amoujitz i the not-read3 -for-issue account, ;u,d replace the RCF

claimant requirement b. tihe computation as discussed 4.5. This nwetlhad is easily able to

handle fluctuations in the depot maintenance pipeline due to ch;' i, g rett~r'- quantities.

Moreover, it also more closely simulates reality h recognizing that the output of depot

maitenance can be used to fill :'v distribition requirement.

4.3 PROPOSED MET1O1 FOR COMPUTINC TIlE FCF DISTRIBUTION

REQUIREMENT.

Based on the disctssion ii, Section 4.2.4, it is reconmnended that the RCF distribution

requirement be calculated similar te that for attrition losses, as fott:d irk AR 700-120, par.

7-2. Under that procedure, the overseas commands are authorized an "operatinr level"

(specified b-, AR 11-11) and a pipeline quantity ("in-use" dentsitl times the consupiptioi,

(loss) rate times an order ship time). The total quantity is limited to 150 da s of supplN.

The main difference for RCF is that there should be no "operating level"

quantity. The term "operating level," as used in AR 700-120, reall' corresponds to a safety

level in suppiN management terminology. Since returns for depot maintenance are more

predictable thuui attrition losses, ,ud are somewhat conirollable, there is little need for such

a safet,, level.

The RCF disLtribution requirement should be calcldated as follows:

RCF = (RR) (OST)

whev RR the forecasted return rAe (using either a

hislorical average unserviceable geieratio"

factoi times the in-tise density or arn adjitsted

forecast, as required.)

OST The same order ship time as utsed for the

attrition requirement.

The OST would be limited to 150 da: s minus the AR 11-11 operating level.
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4.4 PROPOSED POLICIES FOR THE RCF PROGRAM REQUIREMENT.

4.4.1 Relationship Between RCF and the Depot Maintenance Mobilization Plan.

The program (wartime) requirement for RCF depends Upon the decisions which

are made regarding the planned depot maintenance mobilization workload. It must be

consistent with the forecasts of items to be returned from the combat theatre and upon the

projection of the depots' capabilities to restore items to serviceability. It also depends upon

the ability of the transportation system to move assets from and to the theatre.

Conversely, decisions concerning the sizing of the depot complex to meet the

wartime worldoad depend upon the cost of the float which would be reqt.ired to support a

given allocation of the depot maintenance capacity.

The determination of the RCF program requirement must, therefore, be done as

part of an integrated planning system, that is the DARCOM Depot Mainterance

Mobilization Plan. This plan is required to be developed biennially, each even calendar year.

The discussion which follows shows how the determination of the RCF requirement can be

integrated with that plan.

Finure 4-1 shows the cumulative generations of imserviceables and the cumulative

returns from the depots over the duration of a wartime scenario (tw), from the perspective

of the combat theatre. A graph such 4s this would be constructed for each item (major or

secondary) which is included in the Depot Mahitenance Mobilization Plan (DMMP).

Item Figure 4-1Qty. I

QtYt

Cumulative

Generations

Cumulative

0 t t
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The cumulative generations curve is the basic input to the DMMP and depends

upon the deployment schedules, intensity of equipment usage, and the rate at which items

become unserviceable (eg., quantity/mile/end item deployed).

The slope of the cumulative returns curve depends upon the output rate of the

depot over time, which is based upon the portion of the depot capacity which is allocated to

the repair of the item. It should be noted that the cumulative return curve reflects only the

depots' output of these items which were evacuated during the war.

The initial time lag, t, depends upon the transportation times, the time required

by the depot to reduce the backlog of M-day unserviceables, and the depot turnaround time
for the item.

The monthly RCF requirement is computed from the difference between these
two curves, and the maximum being the overall RCF requirement.

It should be noted that this is basically the same method which is used to

calculate the combat consumption quantity for the AAO. Losses are accimulated over the

duration of the war, and the maximum quantity is taken (see Figure 4-2 raph). Unlile the

proposed RCF, there are no offsetting returns to use; therefore, the maximum occurs at the
end of the war.

Cumulative Losses

/

Combat
Consumption

IQuantity

t
W

Figure 4-2
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Example number I in Appendix Ii illustrtes the applicatio, of the proposed

method to a hypothetical item.

4.4.2 Interaction:s Between the Combat Consumption and Repair Cycle Flor.t

Requirements.

For items which have a combat consumptio:, reqtuirement, a qu,'ntit;" 4

eqvipment is included in the AAO to replace combat losses ditring the war. As previol sI'

mentioned, the method iised is basically the same is that which is being proposed for ICF.

It should be noted that the reqtiiremer, for replacirg losses occurs over time, however.

'Therefore, if we have bo*'ght the total AAO, assets which were bovht f'or Coibat

co% ,mption may be available to serve its repair cycle float. Conversely, if the maxiful'"n

repair c,,cle float requirement occurs early in the war (as in the example). the deputs'

output will be available to replace cumbat losses later. It is quite possible, therefore that

separate calculations of combat consumption and RF iay ,overstate the total requireIw!e!I.

Example number 2 of Appendix If illustrates how the joint req!ireriert

determination can: be dvne.

4.4.3 Updating ii- Odd Calendar Years.

Since the DIMMP is required to be routinely tisdated each e'e-i caletdar :ear.

there will be years when the RCF computation must bc based ,mw a DMMP which is based C-I,

a different deployment schedule. One method of vpdati:w the RCF requiremnent would be

to:

(1) Recompute the generations ising the ratios of generations to densit from

the DMMP times the new deployed densities.

(2) Use the transportation and depot repair times and the maximum induction

rates from the DMMP.

(3) Update the forecast of the D-Day itns!!rviceables.
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(4) Recalculate the cumulative generations and depot output based on the

above.

(5) Combine the output of (4) with the updated cumiulative combat

conslumption quantity and determine the joint requirement.
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APPENDIX B

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE DEP'UTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20310

21-190 : 'DEC 1376
DALO-SML

SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float Study

Commander
US Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command

5001 Eisenhower Avenue

Alexandria, VA 22333

1. References:

a. Letter DALO-SML dated 7 Se-tember 1976, subject,

Repair Cycle Float (RCF),

b. LEA Draft Report, dated November 1976, subject,
Review of Operational Readiness Float (ORF) Concept.

2. Referenced letter requested DARCOM perform a study on

the Repair Cycle Float (RCF) portion of Maintenance Float.

Because maintenance float is the total number of spare major

components and end items required to sustain military oper-

ations at a desired level while repair or overhaul is

performed, it is the combined effect of ORF and RCF which

relates to operational readiness. It makes little or no
difference to the user whether the items are being repaired

at DSU/GSU or at a depot; in either case they are not
available to him. Consequently, all float assets, both ORF

and RCF, and their individual and collective impacts on

availability or serviceable items to the user should be

studied.

3. The problems of the float manager/user at the Division
and separate Brigade level are keynote to this study. Re-

quest that in conjunction with the overall maintenance float

study, a survey to disclose current problems at the retail

I evs.I-beltdluct-dd-.---ThT--sF6uld regilt in a p los phy of

investing ORT-resbirrces only in high payoff strategies.

II
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3 0 D3EC 1976

DALO-SML 
2 'tJ19 0

1

SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float Study

4. Request the DARCOM study plan be modified to include
methods for establishing ORF requirements and management of

ORF, as well as for RCF. Care should be exercised to avoid

duplication of efforts already expended by the LEA during

their study, referenced l.b. above.

5. This additional requirement does not change the expected

completion date of May 1977.

FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS:

COL, GS
Chief, ILS and Maintenance
Engineering Division

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS US ARMY MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS COMMAND4/

5001 EISENHOWER AVE., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22333

DROPA-S 1 6 NOV 1976

SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float (RCF)

Director
Inventory Research Office, ALMC
Room 800, US Custom House
2d and Chestnut Streets

iladelphia, PA 19106

1. Reference is made to inclosed DF, DRCMM-M, 15 November 1976,
subject as above.

2. Request that your office take the lead in the subject study. Actual
participation of other DARCOM activities, centers and offices on the
study will be determined during the meeting referred to in paragraph 5

of the referenced DF. The study plan is also included in the referenced
DF.

3. Points of contact for this effort will be Mr. Dan Taber (DRCMM-M/

Autovon 284-8575) and Mr. Clair Weiss (DRCPA-S/Autovon 284-9456).

I Incl )JOSEPH A. DONNAN
as COL, GS

Chief, Systems Analysis Division
CF:
DRCMM-M
Cmdt, ALMC (DRXMC)
Cmdt, ALMC (DRXMC-ISO)
Dir, AMSAA (DRXSY-CL)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20310

T SEP 176

DALO-SML 1090

SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float (RCF)

Commander
US Army Materiel Development
.and Readiness Command
ATTN: DRCRE
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22333

1. There is a need to revalidate the Repair Cycle Float poli-
cies of the Department of the Army.

2. To satisfy this need it is requested that a study be under-

taken to be titled "Department of the Army RCF Policy, Manage-
ment Guidance, Practices, Procedures and Methods Used to Estab-
lish Repair Cycle Float Requirements". The objectives of this
study should be:

a. Determine the adequacy of current policies, management
guidance, practices and methods used in computing RCF,

b. Identification of any portion of RCF policy or guidance
which is in need of change.

c. Identification and justification of changes which should
be incorporated in DA RCF policy and other guidance,

d. Development of data as necessary to justify methods used
to compute RCF requirements and/or justify any proposed changes
in computation.

3. It is further requested that HQDA (DALO-SML), Washington,
D.C. 20310 be advised NLT 20 Sep 76 as to the activity which
will conduct the study and a general study plan with milestones

O.710/V

41
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q4
7 SEP 1976

DALO-SML
SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float (RCF)

including the projected date on which results of the study
can be made available to HQDA (DALO-SML). Further request
that a point of contact for matters concerned with the study
be designated. HQDA contact is Mr, W.H, Nichols, HQDA (DALO-
3ML), telephone: 675-6962.

FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS:

dRT L .SSHAER

COL? GS
Chief, ILS & Maintenance
Engineering Division
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DRC2-IM

SU&=EC: Repair Cycle Float (RC?) N . OV9 1976

EQ DlA (DALO-SHL)
WASH DC 20310 * ..

1. Reference Is made to letter DALO0-SIM da~ted 7 Septeiber 1976, subject,
*Repair Cycle Float tCF,) v/lst Ind DRCIN-M dLcted 23 Septem~ber 1976'.

2. An outline study plan, vith a schedule for accozplisbaent, has been
developed based orn evaluation of' the sco:-.e end ragnitude off subjeCt Latter
that i.ust be addressed. It in forvarced for your iniformation.

3. Point of contact for this project In Eq DAEC0.4 is Mr. Dan Taber,
telephone, 274-3535. - -

FOR THE CW2-AIJ)ER: ..--

The]. R. D. DESCUMRA
an Colonel, G.3

Asocite Director for
Plaintenance

CY FURNiISHED:
DRCPA



STUDY PLAN

TITLE; U.S. Army Repair Cycle Float Policy and Proectdures

REFERENCE: Letter l)ALO-SML dated 7 September 1976. suibject,

Repair Cycle Float (RCF)

PURPOSE: Review and recommend changes as appropriate to Arms

RCF polic3, management guidance. practices, and

procedures and methods iised to establish x~d validate

RCF requirements.

SPONSOR: U.S. Army Development and Readiness Command

Directorate for Materiel Management

ATTN: DRCMM-M

5001 Eisenhower Avenuie

Alexandria, VA 22333

STUDY LEAD AGENCIES/ U.S. Army DARCOM Inventory Research Office

ACTIVITIES- U.S. Customs House

2d and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19106

U.S. Army Maintenance Management Center

ATTN:- DRXMD.M

Lexington, KY 40 50 7

PARTICIPATING AGENCIES/ U.S. Army Depot System Command

ACTIVITIES: (ilambersbirg, PA 17201

U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity

ATTN: DRXSY-P

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
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SCOPE: 1. Review ad evaluate current policies and procedures fur

establishing and validating RCF requirements including DOD, DA,

DARCOM, and DARCOM Commodity/Readiness Commands.

2. Review recent studies and reports on RCF for problem areas and

alleged deficiencies in present policies and procedures, so as to avoid

duplication of effort. (AAA Audits, GAO Draft Report, AMMC Studiy.

etc.)

3. Identify and evaluate methods for establishing float factors and

control of float assets used by other services for possible applicability

to Army.

4. Review technical and operations research literature for developed

methods which may be adaptable to Army use.

5. Stud) depot programing and scheduling process to ascertain

validity of current formulas and standards.

6. Develop new formulas for establishing RCF factors, if appropriate.

SCHEDULE: 1. October 1976

a. Preliminary studies by HQ DARCOM and the Inventory

Research Office to define scope of project.

b. Review AVSCOM projects to validate Maintenance Float

Factors and new methods for predicting attrition rates.

2. November 1976

a. Establish Study Advisory Group (SAG) comprised of

representatives from HQ DARCOM, Lead and Participating Activities.

b. Prepare and issue .specific tasLing instructions to all

participants.
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31. lDec,.nbtwr 1976- Mardi 1977 Participonts :o'dt~cI stirdie. i

assigxcd areas. Monthly progress i!!eeti;-,s b,, SAG.

4. April 1977--Prepare draft roport.

5. May 19 77-- Staff' report and forward tf. h)A.
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APPENDIX C

WHOLESALE QUESTIONNAIRE

C.1 Itroduction.

A questionnaire was developed and sent out to the [)ARCONI major stipport

commands and project managers in an effort to find out how Repair C) cle and Operation A

Readiness Float requirements arc established and managed at the wholesale level.

Section C.3 summarizes the responses to this questionnaire (complete questionraire

responses are in the 11R0 files). Project manager responses8 are stinmarized along with the

MSC responses. It should be kept in mind, however, time PM's enter the float determination

process mainly when the item is in the development sta!:e.

C.2 Sample Questionnaire and Letter of Direction.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ORC INVENTORY RESEARCH OFFICE-ALMC

O 00 u. S. CUSTOM HOUSE

2ND ond CHESTNUT STL, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19106

*IPLT TO
AT1Tk11Oh OF.

DRCIRO 14 January 1977

SUBJECT: Study on Repair Cycle Floats

TO: SEE DISTRIBUTION ATTACHED

1. References:

a. AR 750-1, Army Materiel Maintenance Concepts and Policies, May 1972.

b. AMC Pamphlet 750-7, Techniques for Determining Repair Cycle Float.

2. DARCOM has been requested by the DCSLOG to conduct a comprehensive
study of the Army Maintenance Float policies and procedures. To this
end, a study project-has been initiated with the _DRC Inventory Re--
search Office (IRO) as the lead study activity; other-activities that-
will be involved in the project are the Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA), the Depot Systems Command (DESCOM) and the Maintenance
Management Center (KMC). Head of the Study Advisory Group for the study
is Mr. Dan Taber of DARCOM (DRCMM-M).

3. As one of the first tasks, we want to find out how Repair Cycle and
Operational Readiness Float requirements are established and managed by
your organization. A questionnaire has been developed for this purpose-
and is inclosed. Would you please fill it out to the best of your abilities
and return it by no later than 4 February 1977 to -

Director
DARCOM Inventory Research Office
Room 800 - US Custom House

Philadelphia, PA 19106

If there are any questions, please call Mr. Rosenman or Mr. ' itwals at
the IRO (AV 348-6984).

4. It is likely that there will be a few meetings while new policies
and methodologies are under development and participation by your Activity
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DRC IRO 14 January 1977
SUBJECT: Study on Repair Cycle Floats

will in all likelihood be desired. Would you please designate someone
who could serve as focal point for future contacts and give his organiza-
tion symbol and phone number?

Tncl as BERNARD B. AOSENMAN
Director, DRC Inventory Rsearch Office
US Army Logistics Management Center

Copies furnished:
AMSAA - Larry Smith, DRXSY-CL
!MC - Conrad Weisser, DRSDS-LL
DESCOM - John Fortune, DRX1DID-MS
Ray Astor, Logistics Evaluation Agency
DRCM-M - Dan Taber

cc:%,.DRCIRO Proj 251 File
DRCIRO Reading File
DRCPA-S
ALMC Reading File

2
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Di) STJ I 3UT TON

COflMAN1JS

UJS Arm2y Tank-Automotive Research & Developmecnt Co-!:ind
US Arvy Tank.-Autoriotive Mahteriacl Readiness Co:.oand
US Arm'y Ao:rmoent Coianand
US Armuy Electronics Con-aand
US Arm~y Missile Com38.vnd'
I'S Army Troop Support Cor;-'and
I'S Arxmy Aviation Systens Co.ind
US Amiy Tes;t &~ Ev.luatia'a Corinand
LfS Arm.y Yeb1ility Equipincit Re.s-arch & Develcopmc.rnt Ccix-.'nd

P!*'oJEC V:'rANACERS

COL Edward M. Bri.-vne, AVSCOH
C:OL Ru--?e11 w. Parker, AR'COM
LTC Willi-im R. Gre~en, YCUM

COL Ronald E. Phil ipp, Picatinny Arsenal
COL I~o%.ai~d C. !iftLal-cr, IhiCOM
COL Cliarles F. Drenz, AVSCOM
COT, Fred ir:;ong, Jr. , TARCOX
COT. Arthur L. Coodall, 11ITCOM
COL :ax. 'g. Scheider, Ft. Belvoir, VA
COL Williamn 3. Harrison, ECOM
COL Kenneth S. Heitzke, ICO --

"AJ John W. Hocking, TARCOM
COL Chbarles C. Adsit, TARADCOH
COY, !onaid P. Whalen, MICOM
COL nobcrt E. Butler, TARCOl4
Vf C B3cnjanmin A. Ifuggin, ARMCOM
COL Poy A. Cunniff, TARCOM
!:G Stan R. Sheridan, TARADCOM
CC 0 1 "alphi H. Sievers, Jr., Springfield, VA
YCwirles F. jlecns, ICOM

C! IT Tarry H. Hunt, 11TCOM
CGL ~:i5mD. Clingci:pcel, FCOH
COL 17-vid E. Creen, sM1C0M
BG 'Frank P. Ragano, MICOM
iO Richard D. Kenyon, AVSCOH
COL !'ubert W. lacque:-,ent, MICOM
!'GJ TrcItrt 3. Ei.er, TADVADCOM
COL Pa:tri-ck H4. Reddy, Redstone Arsenal
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MAINTENANCE FLOAT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Use Separate Pages to the Extent Necessar3)

I. What organization in your activity is responsible for:

a. Determining the end items for which Maintenance Float should be authorized?

(1) Repair Cycle Float.

(2) Operational Readiness Float.

b. Performing the calculations to determine Maintenance Float quantities?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

c. The approval of la and Lb for budget submission?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

2. What criteria are used in selecting the end items and major components for which a

Maintenance Float should be authorized? Not authorized?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

3. What model(s) or formulas are used at your Activity for calculating Maintenance Float

quantities? (Cite references-e.g., AR, DARCOM Pamphlet, Technical Report. etc.--where

the model(s) are described.)

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.
G5



4. Do you take into account the Operational Readiness or Availability Target(s) for the

end items for which Maintenance Foats are calculated?

a. If so, how are these targets expressed?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

b. Where are these targets obtained (e.g., AR)?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

5. Select five representative systems for which float has been authorized and tell us what

percentage of the RCF and ORF was actually procured.

RCF ORF

System Quantity % of Authorized Quantity % of Authorized

Procured Procured

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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6. How do ,ou estimate the following demands on the Repair Cycle Float for the RCF

calculations?

a. Scheduled overhauls?

b. Failures from GSU-DSU?

c. Unscheduled overhauls?

d. In determining the above estimate, do you consider wartime or peacetime

conditions?

7. How do you estimate the demands on the Operational Readiness Float?

8. flow do you estimate the Depot Repair Cycle lime for the RCF calcldatiors?

a. Do you estimate the elements of the Depot Repair Cycle Time? If so, how?

(1) Time awaiting induction into depot overhaul?

(2) Actual shop time?

(3) Time awaiting pickup (i.e., assignment either to user or transfer to RCF)?

9. How do you estimate the DSU/GSU repair time for the ORF calculations?

10. From what sources, and how, do you obtain the data needed for Questions 6, 7, 8,

and 9?
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11. Do you maintain a data base for the purpose of Maintenance Float calculations and

updating? If yes,

a. In what form is the data base (i.e., hard copy, computer tapes)?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

b. How often is the data base updated?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

12. Do you have in process any study at your activity designed to improve the

,Maintenance Float calculations? If so, please describe the nature of the effort. (Who's doing

it? What approaches are being taken, etc.?)
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13. In terms of Float Ma! it~entent:

a. Is float stock differentiated front~ other stocl ?

(1) RC.F.

(2) ORF.

b. Do end items which were exchanged for fluat itemns &c'd stbsequenti,-, rc'aired or

overhauled return to the float or to other stock such ats war r~serve or PONICIS?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

c. Is any, maintenwice performed on Mlaintejtance Float stock?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

d. Hlow is serviceable RCF treated at depot, e. preserved for storage, exercised

regularly, modifications applied, etc.?

e. Are unserriceables, waiting for overhaul or replr. considered part of the flo.t

quantity?

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

f. Is there a specific organization within your activity responsible for float

mantagement? If so who?
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i4. In a few words please describe what is involved in issuing an end item from the

Maintenance Float including the:

a. Decision process in determining whether an issue should be made.

b. Timing of the exchange.

c. Responsible activity.

(1) RCF.

(2) ORF.

15. What suggestions could you offer to improve the policies governing the establishment

and control of Maintenance Float and for improving the methods by which the

Maintenance Float quantities are calculated?
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C;.3 SUMM1ARY ()F' RESPONSES TjO TIlE COM)NMOI)ITIY CO)MMANDI WHO(LElSALE.

Q1IESTION N AIRIE.

L. What organization in your activity is responsible for:

a. IDetermnining the end items for which Maintenance Float should be authorized'!

Except for AVSCOM and MIRCOM, the MSC Maintenance D~irectorates decide

what items should have maintenance floats. At AVSCOM, float authorizations are reserved

for D)A decision. At MIRCOM, the authorization decisions are made jointly by the

xuaiterzuie ad egineering directorates and the project manager. PM's also participate inl

t he decisioz1-nhlaking process at the other NISC's to varN ing degrees.

bi. l'er orming the calculations to determine inaintenamoce float quanltitiles"

lH( I and 0111- calculations are made iiiostl,. in the maintenance direcoorate.\

.NItRC0ONI. P-N's mna% take anl active part in quammtitatike determinations oil soilne SN trit. At

AVS(A.0 NI Lhe Systems Analysis Office has performed OR I' calcilations oil somle aircraft

arid their methodology has been approved bi DAX for greneral use on furture aircraft ORE'

calciatiol;;,. As a general rule, the PMI's are responsible for generating the data needed tor

float calculations for systems in developmental stages.

C.The approval of la and lb for budget submission?

Aniswers to this question were quite varied indicating perhaps that the question

was interpreted differently by the respondents. it most instances, the maintenance

directorates are involved in the approval process, along with materiel management

directorates and project managers. At NIIRCOM, the PM's are are responsible for tile budget

submission and, at AVSCOM, D. A. takes an active part in budget development.

2. What criteria are used in selecting the end items and major components for which at

Maintenance Float should be authorized! Not authorized?

All respondents indicated that the criteria contained in AR 750-1 are applied ill

deciding which items should have floats. ECOM indicates that they will someftimes use ffic
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;eneraized Eleitronics Maintenance Model ((,EiM) to determine which items need floats

in order to achieve operational availability tarets.

3. What modei(s) or hormidas are used at your activity for cdcldatin,- maintenance float

quantities? (Cite referencte--e.g., AR, DARCOM Pamphlet, Technical Report, etc.-where

the model(s) are described.)

All commands indicate that thev use AR 750-i and, in somei i-siwa tnM 7510-6

and 750-7, for float calculations. At MIRCOM, however, where Repair Cycle Floats have

not been requested in the past, special studies have been undertaken for certain missile

systems to determine whether RCF's should be acquired. Also at MIRCOM, a specially

designed multiechelon simulation model was used to determine HAWK and IHAWK ORF

requirements, and, as indicated above, ECOM has used GEMM, and AVSCOM has used a

model deeloped by their Systems Analysis Office, for some systems.

4. Do you take into account the operational readiness or availability target(s) for the

end items for which Maintenance Floats are calculated?

a. If so, how are these targets expressed?

b. Where are these targets obtained (e.g., AR)?

Responses to these questions were quite varied. For the most part, however.

commands seem to be using at least implicitly the 80-percent satisfaction of demands for

ORF items target given in AR 750-1. No target is used for RCF. One response mentioned

use of the required operational capability document as the basis and source of its

operational availability target and, in another instance, the Materiel Need document was

cited as the basis for determining system overhaul frequency and, thus, the RCF

requirement. Surprisingly, no response mentioned readiness or equipment availability targets

given in AR 220-1 and AR 750-52.

3. Select five representative systems for which float has been authorized and tell us what

wrcentj :e of the RCF and ORF was actually prociured.
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Three of the commands reported that they did xot have tie data, te, an-swer tlii

quiestion, although thiey could iell us what portior. of the AAO was iuthrrizd i--d

procured. Statistics oii two of the t.-hers (AIRCOAI and TARiCOM) w!!re --s (~forivs:

NO. OF SYSTEMS %AUTH RCF NO. 0OF SYSTEMIS AUTH ORF

REPORTED PROCURED REPORTED PROCURI-ED

5 100 6 100

3 0 1 0

MlR OM is a special cizse becavzr of systems Wie HAWK anid PERSHING where differeiL

amounts of ORF are authori-ed 'Lor the indiiiduaiJotr it ems coriprisi% th a system. They

reported on 19 mk.-or it.n's;-z shown below:

NO. OF' MAJOR ITEMS %FLOAT PROCURED)

12 100

3 95--99

4 less thani 85

MIRCOM had net CF's cuthorized.

6. flow do You estimate the follcwing demands ~' 1'e Repair C-cle Rodt for the RC'F

calcutlations?

a. Scheduled overhails!

b. Failuxes, from G;SU-DSU?

e. Un'schedded n verhauJs?

d. In determin~ing the above estimate, do :'ou co:'sider wartiret r~r 7.earctu,'

conditions?
CG13



How do you estimate the demands un the Operational Readiness Float?

8. flow do you estimate the Depot Repair Cycle Time for the RCF calculations?

a. Do you estimate the elements of the Depot Repair Cycle Time?

(1) Time awaiting induction into depot overhaul?

(2) Actual shop time?

(3) Time awaiting pickup (i.e., assignment either to user or transfer to RCF)?

9. How do you estimate the DSU/GSU repair time for the ORF calculations?

10. From what sources, and how, do you obtain the data needed for Questions 6, 7, 8,

and 9?

Answers to Questions 6-10 can all be summarized together.

In developmental stage, most commands that do float calculations use engineering

data and data collected for the Logistics Support Analysis Record (LSAR) in their float

calculations. Standard Transit, Awaiting Repair and Days in Ship Times in AR 750-1,

Appendix L, are used when other data are not available. As mentioned above, AVSCOM has

used regression techniques on data obtained from DA 1352 Reports (Aircraft Status and

Flying Hours) to obtain estimates of maintenance frequencies and times for some aircraft

and will presumably use these techniques more generally in the future.

In responding to the question of whether peacetime or wartime conditions are

assumed when estimating RCF requirements, three commands responded WAR; two

PEACE! (MIRCOM did not respond since they did not compute RCF's.) Obviously, here is

an area where policy must be clarified.

11. Do you maintain a data base for the purpose of Maintenance Float calculations and

updating? If yes:

a. In what form is the data base (i.e., hard copy, computer tapes)?
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b. How often is the data base updated?

Most commands have data bases at least partially automated that contain data

needed for float calculations when systems are in the developmental stage. With the

exception of AVSCOM, however, which used an automated DA 1352 file, none of the

commands has any data from which RCF and ORF determinations could be reviewed after

the equipment has been deployed. There is information coming from the field on

maintenance actions or float status except to a limited degree that these Sample Data

Collection (SDC) plans but even here it does not appear that these data contain sufficient

information to run RCF and ORF calculations. Indeed, several commands commented that

the AR 750-1 requirement for biennial updating of float factors should be deleted unless a

field data collection program can be set up.

12. Do you have in process any study at your activity designed to improve the

Maintenance Float calculations? If so, please describe the nature of the effort. (Who's doing

it? What approaches are being taken, etc.?)

With the exception of the work done by the AVSCOM Systems Analysis Office,

no commands reported any significant study efforts in progress.

13. In terms of float management:

a. Is float stock differentiated from other stock?

Except for locomotives, all commands reported that float items are handled like

any other items, being issued in accordance with AR 11-12 priorities. We interpret their

replies as applying to float items in the hands of the NICP's, since responses to field

questionnaires show that some differentiations are observed.

b. Do end items which were exchanged for float items and, subsequently, repaired or

overhauled return to the float or to other stock such as War Reserve or POMCUS?

All are returned to Condition Code A stock and issued in accordance with AR

11-12 priorities.
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c. Is any maintenance performed on Maintenance Float stock?

Five commands responded yes to the question; one did not know.

d. How is serviceable RCF treated at depot, e.g., preserved for storage, exercised
regularly, modifications applied, etc.?

Five commands responded that RCF items are treated like any other A stock
(preventive maintenance, maintenance in storage); one did not know.

e. Are serviceables, waiting for overhaul or repair, considered part of the float

quantity?

Since float assets are not differentiated, this question is not germane.

f. Is there a specific organization within your activity responsible for float

management? If so, who?

The answer to this was uniformily "No."

14. In a few words please describe what is involved in issuing an end item from the

Maintenance Float including the:

a. Decision process in determining whether an issue should be made.

b. Timing of the exchange.

c. Responsible activity.

From the NICP's standpoint, float assets are not differentiated from other assets

and are issued in response to customer requisitions in the same way as requisitions for other

purposes, in accordance with AR 725-50 and AR 11-12.
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15. What suggestions could you offer to improve the policies governing the establishment

and control of maintenance floats and for improving the methods by which the Maintenance

Float quantities are calculated?

The most frequently voiced suggestion was to remove the AR 750-1 requirement

for biennial update of RCF/ORF factors until data can be obtained for this purpose. Allied

to this is the suggestion that a feedback reporting system be set up on float utilization.

One command recommended that the term "wartime" needs a much more

specific definition before it can be used in RCF/ORF calculations.

One other command felt that the recent GAO/AAA recommendations were

appropriate. Further, it was proposed that float at wholesale level be abolished and that

major commands be permitted to determine and justify their float requirements.
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APPENDIX D

FIELD QUESTIONNAIRE

INTRODUCTION

D.A As an additional requirement to this study, DA requested that a field survey be

........ ...t.o..t j a.F..... . UIC C r-.-araei t _a-n utlzadon. Of oper altional

readiness float resources at the retail level. The intent of the survey is to help in determining

strategies for the use of ORF stock.

In an effort to perform this task, a field queptionnaire was prepared under the auspices

of DARCOM and distributed through the commodity command Logistics Assistance Offices

(LAO) to the field maintenance technician (FMT). By so doing, it was hoped that we would

get to those people most familiar with the problem. A diversity of opinion was obtained by

sampling across the commodity commands and MACOM's. The responses reflected a sincere

and cooperative effort between MACOM personnel and the FMT to report the facts.

Thirty responses were received in time for evaluation. These represented the six

Commodity Commands and the four MACOM's and also from company level to battalion.

The majority of the responses appeared to be from the FMT and clearly spell out their

thoughts concerning retail management and use of ORF. By this type of response, we

assume that we have what "is" and not what "should be."

In reporting the results from this survey (Section D.37), we will take each question and

give a brief synopsis of the responses to indicate the general trend (most popular reply) and

indicate any differences between command and theatres. A more detail breakdown of the

replies can be found on spread sheets which are available from the Army Inventory Research

Office.

D.2 Sample Questionnaire and Letter of Direction.
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TO AIG 7406

BT

UNJCLAS E F T 0

SUBJECT: •OPERATIONAL READINESS FLOAT (ORF) SURVEY

I- BY DIRECTION OF HQDA, DARCOM IS CONDUCTING A STUDY OF

.MAINTENANCE FLOAT TO DETERMINE WHAT MANAGERIAL IMPROVEIIENTS ARE

REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE THE MAXIMUM READINESS PAYOFF FROM THE

HAUNTEJ4NCE FLOAT INVESTMENTo AS PART OF THIS.STUDY DARCOM HAS

BEEH SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED TO CONDUCT A SURVEY OF THE PROCESS AND

PROBLEMS OF THE FLOAT MANAGER/USER AT THE DIVISION AND SEPARATE

BRIGADE LEVEL.

2. IN ORDER TO COLLECT THE REQUIRED INFORMATION AND DATA WiYH THE

LEAST POSSIBLE BURDEN TO YOUR HQt SUPPORT UNITS AND SUPPORTED

UNITSt THE DARCOM SURVEY PLAN PROVIDES FOR INFO COLLECTION BY THE

COMMODITy/READINESS COMMAND FIELD MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS (FMT)"

A SIMPLE THREE PAGE, TEN ITEM QUESTIONAIRE HAS BEEN PROVIDED

THE FllTtS To BE COMPLETED THROUGH INTERVIEW WITH FLOAT MANAGERS/

USERS AT SELECTED SUPPORT UNITS* NO MOR(E THAN THREE SUPPORT UNITS
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ROUTINE *UNCLASSIFIED E F T 0 * MSG FROM

VAGE 2 kUEADW016U0 ItNCLAS U r Y 0

IN EACH MAJOR COMMAND WILL BE SURVEYED B~Y A FMT Of EACH Of THE

O COmMANDS (AvSCUM, THOSCOM, LCOm. TARCOM, MIRCOM AND ARMCOM).

3. THE DARCOM LOG1STICS ASSISTANCE OFFICER ON SITE WITH EACH

MAJOR COMMAND CAN PROVIDE DLTAiLS ON T*E CNDUC OF THE SURVEY IF

* ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS REQUIRED BY YOUR HEADQUARTERS.

4. HQ DARCOM POINT OF CONTACT FOH THIS SURVEY 1S MR# DAN TABER,

DRCMM-MS IAUTOVON 28'4-B576)*

S. THE COMPLETION DATE FOR THE SURVEY IS 25 MAR 77. THIS EARLY

TARGET DATE FOR COMPLETION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO PROVIDE TIMELY

INPUT INTO THE OVERALL MAINTENANCE FLOAT STUDY WHICH IS SCHEDULED

o TO BE COMPLETED BY MAY 1977.

6. YOUR COOPERATION IN THE CONDUCT OF THIS SURVEY IS APPRECIATED.

BT

0160'

NNNN
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS US ARMY MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS COMMAND

5001 EISENHOWER AVE., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22333

2 MAR iD/7
DRCMM-MS

SUBJECT: Maintenance Float Study

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. Reference is made to DRCHM-M letter dated 25 February 1977,
subject as above (Inclosed).

2. This Command has been requested by the D to conduct a survey
of Operational Readiness Float as a part of the overall study of
Maintenance Float. We believe that the most accut'ate information
for such a survey can be obtained by having it gathered by our field
maintenance technicians (FM). These people have the most intimate
acquaintanceship with personnel in the support units and the operations
of those units. Accordingly, we have prepared a questionnaire to be
filled out by the FMT's. A copy of the questionnaire and instructions
for its use are attached for your information.

3. Distribution of the questionnaires will be made by the DARCOK
Commodity/Readiness Commands to their Senior Staff Technical Repre-
sentatives. The survey is to be conducted on only a sample number
of support units in each MACOH. In no case will it exceed three
per commodity group per MACOM. Because of the limited scope of the
sample, some LAO's may not be involved in the survey. However, if
these questionnaires arrive in your area, request that you provide
your support during conduct of the survey.

4. The DA DCSLOG is sending a message to all of the MACOM's requesting
their cooperation in this undertaking.

FOR THE COMANDER:

asIncl A. T. CONRO
LTC, GS ..
Executive Officer

Directorate for ;n,:.-' -1 !r---ganif
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Dk. MM-MS
SUBJECT: Maintenance Float Study

DISTRIBUTION:

Chief
LIS Army Logistic Assistance Office, ACC
ATTN: DRXIA -AC
Room 2117, Greely Hall
Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Europe
c/o ODCSLOG USAREUR
ATTN: DRXLA-E
APO New York 09403

Chief US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Japan
ATTrN: DRXLA-J
PO Box 771
FPO Seattle 98773

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Korea
ATTN: DRXIA-K
APO San Francisco 96301

(-"V1i-'. f
1u.' Armiy Logistic Assistance Office, FORSCOM
AT'IhN DRXIA-FO
li'jiiding 274
F'ort McPherson, CA 30330

;Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Richardson
AWTN: DRXILA-F-RD
PO Box 5507

APO Seattle 98749

Cl et
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Bragg
ATTN: DRXIA-F-BG

i~ildin2v 1-1333
Fort Bragg, NC 28307

2
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S 1! BECT: Ma ii ntcnn e:1iz Float Study

Chit! f
US Arii.v Lo- st ic Asis is tance Of fice, Ft. Campbell
ATTN: DiL\LA-F-cAh
Building 230(
Fort Campbell, KY 4-2223

Chie f
US Army L jojstic Assistance Office, Ft. Carson
ATTN: DRXIA-F-CR
Foilding 10)00, Room 223

Fort Carson, CO 80913

Ci k +
US Army LoO.stic Assistance Office, Hawaii
ATTN: DRXIA-F-H
APO San Francisco 96558

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Hood
ATTN: DRXLA-F-HO
Fort Hood, TX 76544

chiet
AriArmY Logis tic Assistance Office, Ft. Lewis

ATTN: DRXLA-F-LE
U'tiildingi 9505
Port Lewis, WA 98433

Gh it, f
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Ord
AFTN: DRXIA-F-OR
Building 2073

Port- Ord, CA 93941

Chief
(13 Army Logistic Assistance Office, Canal Zone
ATTN: AFZULC,-R
PO Box 223
Aibrook Air Force Station, CZ

3
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SUBJECT: Maintenance Float Study

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Polk
ATTN: DRXLA-F-PK

PO Drawer AE
Fort Polk, LA 71459

Ch ic f
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Riley
ATTN: DRXLA-F-RI
Building 746
Fort RVley, KS 66442

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Stewart
ATTN: DRXLA-F-ST
Fort Stewart, GA 31313

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, TRADOC
ATTN: DRXLA-TR
PO Box 97
Fort Monroe, VA 23651

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Benning
ATTN: DRXLA-T-BE
Building 35
Fort Benning, GA 31905

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Bliss
ATTN: DRXIA-T-BL
PO Box 6054
Fort Bliss, TX 79906

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Dix
ATTN: DRXLA-T-DX
Fort Dix, NJ 08640

4
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iL16JECT. Maintenance Float Study

ro ief

US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Knox
ATTN: DRXLA-T-KN
PO Box 59
Fort Knox, KY 40121

CGiie E
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Rucker
ATTN: DRXLA-T-RU
For.:. Rucker, AL 36360

Chi ef
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Sill
ATT-IN: DRXLA-T-SL
PO Box 3127
Fort Sill, OK 73503

Chief
US Army Logistic Assistance Office, Ft. Leonard Wood
ATTN: DRKLA-T-LW

Fort Leonard Wood, MO 65473

5
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S*....' DEIPAR1T:1:AT OF THE ARMY
",, ,. IIEOOLRi-. US ARMY MAT .iLL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS COMMAND

1 " . .5001 EISEIHO'Fi ," AVE., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22333

DRCMM-:S

SUBJECT: Maintenance Float Study

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. This command has been directed to conduct a study of maintenance

float as a follow-up to other studies conducted by LEA and within
DARCOM MSC's. As part of this study we were requested to conduct a

survey of the process and problems of the float manager/user at the

division and separate brigade level. It is hoped that the information
derived from this survey will result in improved managerial direction

and investment in operational readiness float (ORF) resources in a
manner which will insure the highest payoff to the Army. We solicit
your participation in this undertaking.

2. In order to conduct the requested survey in the most accurate
manner, and with the least expenditure of resources, we propose that
it be conducted on a sampling basis by the DAROM personnel most

familiar with operations at the user level - the Commodity/Readiness
Command field maintenance technicians (FMT). It is recognized that
this is additional workload and beyond the normal scope of duties

assigned to these personnel. However, because of the criticality
of maintenance float to Army operations, it is felt that the potential
benefits are well worth the effort.

3. A questionnaire has been prepared by the DARCOM Inventory Research

Office for use in the conduct of tlis survey. A copy of the questionnaire
and instructions for its use is attached. This will simplify the task
for all concerned and help assure uniformity of the type of data required.
By using a sampling method, it is anticipated that only a small percentage
of the FMT's need be engaged and hopefully not more than one day of
effort on the part of any individual.

4. Request that the attached questionnaire be filled out by your
personnel assigned at the major user commands. The size of the sample

for your commodity materiel is limited to no more than three per MACOM
and should be adjusted in accordance with the attached instructions.
The precise number and distribution is left to your discretion. The
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SUBJECT: Maintcnance Float Study

completed questionnaires are to be returned directly to:

Director
DARCOM Inventory Research Office
Room 800, USA Customs House
Philadelphia, PA 19106

5. DCSLOG will advise the MACOM's of this survey and request their

cooperation in providing the information required by your FMT'a.

6. Because the entire DARCOM study must be concluded by May 1977,

request that the completed questionnaires be submitted no later

than 25 March 1977. Thank you for your cooperation.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

2 Incl 'J tIISOT
I. Questionnaire PTY D!'2

2. DA Ltr, 30 Dec 76 .L ! " ..

DISTRIBUTION:
CDR, AVSCOM, St. Louis, MO

CDR, TROSCOM, St. Louis, MO
CDR, ECOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ

CDR, TARCOM, Warren, MI

CDR, MIRCOM, Redstone Are, AL
CDR, ARMCOM, Rock Island, IL

Copy Furnished:
HQDA (DALO-SHL) WASH DC

2
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QUESTIONNAIRE

OPERATIONAL READINESS FLOAT

Major Command:
SupporL Unit Surveyed:
Commodity Group:
Division and/or Separate Brigades Supported:

Support Unit Personnel Contacted (Name, Rank,
Position)

Person Conducting Survey (Name, Title):

Signature Date

D-11



OPERATIONAL READINESS FLOAT

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SURVEY

1. Only maintenance battalions or companies supporting tactical

divisions or separate brigades are to be included in the survey.

2. A separate questionnaire is to be completed for each commodity

group of materiel, e.g., communications-electronics, firepower-

mobility, etc.

3. The questionnaire should be filled out by the FMT for that

commodity in coordination with personnel in the maintenance battalion

or DS company.

4. The survey should be confined to a representative sample of 1-3

support units per commodity per MACOM, according to the size and

diversity of operations within the MACOM. For instance, only one

set of commodity questionnaires might be appropriate for USARAL and

three for USAREUR.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
OPERATIONAL READINESS FLOAT

Use a continuation sheet for any narrative answers requiring more

space then provided on the form.

1. The attached form is designed to provide a broad sample of

maintenance float items held by support units. Please fill out the

form in accordance with its preceding instructions.

2. Location of ORF stock, e.g., DS, GS Maintenance, GS Supply,

Installation Support, other, etc.

a. Opinion on where to position large items of float if other

than location stated above - for instance at the tactical unit or
threater stockage.

3. Is float stock differentiated from other stock?

How?

4. Maintenance of float.

a. How often is float stock inspected/tested for serviceability?

b. What is percentage of total maintenance workload expended on

float stocks? (If precise records are not available, give best estimate.)

c. What priority is usually assigned to work orders on float items?
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5. Briefly describe how the decision is made to issue a float item.
Include the following considerations.

a. Criteria of magnitude and time to perform the required

maintenance.

b. Who is involved in making the decision?

c. Influence that the user has on the decision to accept a float
in exchange? Any differences whether the float is a component or an
end item.

6. Is there a difference between the accountable property officer,
the person who signs for the equipment, and the person responsible for
maintenance of it? Describe the differences, inter-relationships and
impact on management of float.

7. Pick the three highest density items which have float support
and for the past three months indicate for each:

a. The number of times the items were repaired and returned to
the user without issuance of a float.

b. Average turn around time for these repairs.

Item NQ, Repaired TAT

1.

2.

3.

2
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8. Is there an adequate number and type of personnel and facilities
available in the support unit to maintain, store and assure optimum
utilization of the float?

a. If not, how many additional personnel, their MOS and what
facilities are required to support the authorized float?

9. Is any record kept that documents the float transaction? (yes/no)

a. If so identify or describe what form is used - DA or local?

b. Is this data kept in any files?

c. Where are the files kept?

d. What report and how often is it provided to the MACOK HQ for

management of float assets?

10. Please provide your recommendations to improve D)A or local policies
and procedures for management of operational readiness float. Describe
how these recommendatiors would benefit the equipment user and the
support organizations. Your recommendations will be given serious con-
sideration during the current revision efforts to ARs governing maintenance
float.

i

3
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT FORM

General. TIis form is intended to provide a statistical survey of

the disposition and condition of ORF items on the day It is filled

out. Only columns 10, ii and 12 will require any historical data

search. If estimated data is entered in these columns, it should

be so noted.

i. End Item. List by name and NSN all end items that are authorized

to be supported with float such as tanks, APCs, aircraft. In the case
of communication, electronic and other equipments for which float is
provided mainly as major components, enter the 10 most populous float

coirponents. If components are listed, add a note at the bottom showing

the total number of lines of component float carried, including the 10

individual lines listed above.

2. Components of End Items. When end items listed in Column 1 also

have major components which are carried as float, list these opposite

the end item.

3. Substitute Items. Indicate if float stock consists wholly or

partially of items different than that assigned to supported TOE's

but is issued as a substitute when required. An example is a gasoline

powered APC which is issued in lieu of a diesel powered APC.

4. Number Supported. The number of items in TOE units supported by

the authorized float.

5. Authorized. Number of float authorized by the MACOM.

6. On-Hand. Number of float items actually on hand.

7. Serviceable. Number of float on-hand that is serviceable and

available for issue. (On date of questionnaire.)

8. Not Operationally Ready, Supply. Number of float items that are
NORS and average length of time NORS in days. (On date of questionnaire.)

9. Not Operationally Ready, Maintenance. Number of items NORM, due
either to waiting for maintenance or in process of maintenance. (On

date of questionnaire.)

10. Demands. 90 days. Number of ORF exchanges requested by supported
TOE's during the prior 90 day period.
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II. Satisfied Demands. Number of requests for a float item which

could be satisfied by the support unit within 24 hours, over the prior
90 day period.

12. Number Repaired, 90 days. Number of float repaired and returned to
serviceable condition in the past 90 days. This does not include items
repaired and returned to user without issuance of a float.

13. Turn Around Time, 90 Day Average. Average time to return to a
serviceable condition, an item for which a float had been exchanged.

2
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L. -PAR 1.,iL'T OF "Ii-IL AlIMY /.

OrFIC- Ot THF r P J1'Y i ODF :'i I'r OR LOGISTICS

DAI,0-SML

SUBJECT: Repair Cycle Float Study

Commanider
US Army 8ateriel )ovel,,p1,cw t
and Readiness Command
5001 1E senhower Avenue
A!(-vai~di a, VA 22333

1. References:

a. Letter DALO-SML dated 7 September 1976, subject,

Repair Cycle Float (RCF).

b. LEA Draft Report, dated November 1976, subject,

Review of Operational Readiness Float (ORF) Concept.

2. Referenced letter requested DARCOM perform a study on

the Repair Cycle Float (RCF) portion of Maintenance Float.

Because maintenance float is the total number of spare major

components and end items required to sustain military oper-

ations at a desired level while repair or overhaul is

performed, it is the combined effect of ORF and RCF which

relates to operational readiness. It makes little or no

difference to the user whether the items are being repaired

at DSU/GSU or at a depot; in either case they are not

available to him. Consequently, all float assets, both ORF

and RCF, and their individual and collective impacts on

availability or serviceable items to the user should be

studied.

3. The problems of the float manager/user at the Division

and separate Brigade level are keynote to this study. Re-
quest that in conjunction with the overall maintenance float

study, a survey to disclose current problems at the retail

level be conducted. This should result in a philosophy of

investing ORF resources only in high payoff strategies.

Q ri
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DALO-SML 2 0E q7G

SUBJECT: R(tpair Cy,;l(! Float ,tudv

4. Reques3t the DA hCOi stu<dy Ia n be rodil..d to inclu c
methods for establishing ORF requirements and management of
ORF, as well as for RCF. Care should be exercised to avoid
duplication of efforts already expended by the LEA during
their study, reference,! l.b. above.

5. This additional requirement does not change the expected
completion date of May 1977.

FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS:

Rl ITL . SHA ER

COL, GS
Chief, ILS and Maintenance
Engineering Division

2
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D.3 SumlaiN of Ietponses to the Field Questionnaire.

D.3.1 Respmnses Part One.

1. The attached lorm iN desipned to provide a broad sample of Maintenance Float itei s

held by support tudts. Please fill out the form in accordance with its preceding instruction,.

2. Location of ORF stock, e.g., DS, GS maintenance, GS supply, installation support,
other, etc.

a. Opinion on where to position large items of float if other than location stated

above-for instance at the tactical tunit or theatre stochage.

In response to the current location of ORF stoc., the majority indicated that it is

kept at the DS level (especially OCONUS) or at installation support (especially CONUS).

Olv one of the OCONLUS responses indicated GS location of the ORF.

In response to their opinion on where to position float, 60 percent of thle

respondents said that they preferred to keep or move the ORF to the D)S level whereas 5

percent (CONLS) prec erred to keep the stock at the installation support. Other replies %ere

theatre stockage and cntrolled b, shop officer.

3. Is float stock differentiated from other stock? How?

An overwhelming 93 percent of the respondents indicatd that ORF stocl, is

managed on a control basis and is indeed differentiated from other stoc. Most of OCONUS

said that they keep their ORF stock physically separated from other stockage. Separate

records for float items are kept by Z percent of the respondents.

4. Maintenance of float.

a. How often is float stock inspected/tested for serviceability?

b. What is percentage of total maintenance workload expended on float Atocs': (hI

precise records are not available, give best estimate.)
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c. What priority is usually assigned to work orders on float items?

Responses to 4a ranged from no check to weekly checks. Inference is that no set

guidelines have been established, either by the commodity commands or by the MACOM's.

In response to 4b, MIRCOM led with an approximate 30-percent workload

dedication to ORF whereas ARRCOM had the least with about 2-percent dedications. These

differences may imply that the type of equipment plays a major role in deciding ORF

workload requirements.

In 4c, 44 percent gave their ORF an 02 priority rating and 24 percent said that

they gave the same priority as the end item. Hence, the float work orders were given a high

priority in 68 percent of the cases.

5. Briefly describe how the decision is made to issue a float item. Include the following

considerations.

a. Criteria of magnitude and time to perform the required maintenance.

b. Who is involved in making the decision?

c. Influence that the user has on the decision to accept a float in exchange? Any

differences whether the float is a component or an end item.

At first glance, the responses to these questions seem to dramatize the lack of

continuity in the decision process of float transactions. However, we feel the replies indicate

that the field environment is so varied even within theatre that different policies are

followed depending on the local conditions.

For example, 23 percent of the responses to 5b cited production control as being

primarily involved in the decision process, 29 percent cited the maintenance shop officer, 17

percent DMMC, 8 percent company maintenance officer, and 8 percent battalion

commander.
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Most (80 percent) of the responses to 5a indicated a time and mission priority

criteria, but based on our interviews in the field, we saw that this time interval has a large

variance.

An interesting point was that 80 perceilt said that the user had an active role in

negotiating the float transactions. In 10 cases the users were cited as having the option of

accepting or rejecting the float items.

6. Is there a difference between the accountable property officer, the person who signs for

the equipment, and the person responsible for maintenance of it? Describe the differences,

interrelationships and impact on management of float.

In this question, an effort was made to define the duties/responsibilities and

"pindown" those actually held accountable for such. By specifically segregating the leading

question into the difference between the accountable property officer, the person who signs

for the equipment, and the person responsible for its maintenance, the differences

concerning accountability among the units could surface.

Although several gave good responses, answers by some, such as "The Float

Officer is appointed on orders as the Float Accountable Officer. He is the Float Manager.,"

indicate that many personnel in the field really do not know the hierarchy involved.

The accountable property officer was stated to be the division property officer in

39 percent of the responses and to be the battalion maintenance officer in 25 percent. He

was listed in other areas in 20 percent of the responses and not applicable or no difference,

etc., in the remainder.

The maintenance officers at both battalion and company are normally the

personnel responsible for signing for the equipment although approximately 10 percent are

signed for by supply officers. Twenty percent were signed for by installation support

organizations (CONUS only) but did not indicate who actually signed for the equipment.

Responsibility for pulling maintenance or equipment was roughly proportional to

those that signed for the equipment. One exception noted was that the company production

control unit may have had responsibility in one or two units.
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7. Pick the three highest density items which have float support and for the pat 3 months

indicate for each:

a. The nmber of times the items were repaired and returned to the user without

issuance of a float.

b. Average turnaround time for these repairs.

The intent of this question was to determine the typical length of turnaround

time (TAT) of those maintenance actions on float-supported items which required no

issuance of float.

Significantly, the array of these TAT's was so dispersed that no common

time-to-issue float criterion appeared within theatre or commodity command.

As an example, by simply comparing the highs and lows within theatre yields the

following table:

THEATRE HIGH (COMMAND) LOW (COMMAND)

Pacific 12 days (TARCOM) 1 day (ECOM)

Europe 55 days (TARCOM) 2 days (AVSCOM & MIRCOM)

CONUS 700 + days (TARCOM) 2 days (ECOM)

The results from this question shows that the old AR 750-1 time requirements are

invalid in that they do not reflect the differences of commodity. For instance, TARCOM

items had the highest average TAT's on the questionnaires (OCONUS & CONUS) (and in all

theatres) and were over the AR timeframes whereas ECOM items generally had the lowest

TAT of the high density items and seldom exceeded the AR timeframe.

8. Is there an adequate number and type of personnel and facilities available in the

support unit to maintain, store, and insure optimum utilization of the float?
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a. If not, how many additional personnel, their MOS, and what facilities are required

o .upport the authorized float?

A surprising 70 percent said that the, had both adequate facilities ad adequate

personnel to maintain and manage ORF. Of the 30 percent who requested increases in either

facilities or personnel, the desired additions varied with no common rationale apparent in

the opinions.

It was interesting that many of the responses of the 30-percent group did require

clerical assistance to maintain float records. Evidently, they cannot maintain the many

different records required for management.

If the record system could be streandined and purged, no doubt the abilities of

the units to keep accurate files would eliminate the need for clerical help.

9. Is any record kept that documents the float transaction (yes/no)?

a. If so, identify or describe what form is used-DA or local?

b. Is this data kept in any files?

c. Where are the files ept?

d. What report and how often is it provided to the MACOM HQ for management of

float assets?

The responses to these questions reinforced the comments made to the previots

questions in regards to a streamlined record system.

There are so many forms to fill out that the troops seem vague as to what goes

where. A case in point, 3 percent of the replies said that they used the DA Form 3029 as
part of the record system to keep track of float-DA Form 3029 is a direct exchange (DX)

record and should not be used as a float record. Conversely, only 42 percent of the

respondents indicated that they used the DA Form 1296 and this form is required as a

record as stated in FM 29-25. Fifty-three percent tsed the maintenance form, DA Form
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i7, for float documentation. To our knowledge, the latest requirement for float code on

')A Form 2407 is for aircraft use only. Only 21 percent said that they used the DA
,r,2C7 which sholdd be used to keep summary of float transactions by the supply

eclements within the maintenance units. A total of 10 different forms were used to record

!lhe float position. All respondents that were authorized float indicated that they did keep

records of some kind or other. The records were stored basically at 3d echelon although the

()CONe'S uniis, usine the SAILS, stored at the Division Materiel Management Center. Since

t;,t :esponses gave answers that ranged from company shop to float storage area to Battalion

Maintenance Operations Office at 3d echelon, we can surmise that the record storage

process is somewhat less than standardized.

In reporting to the MACOM the field response again showed diversity. In fact,

K-.7 percent indicated no reporting to MACOM at all. Those units using the SAILS

fe warded float data using the SAILS reports. Eighteen percent used the Form 589-R. The

latter is a form that is tailored to each MACOM's needs and is currently required by

FORSCOM on a semiannual basis. Other reporting methods are in the appendix.

10. Please provide your recommendations to improve DA or local policies and procedures

for management of operational readiness float. Describe how these recommendations would

benefit the equipment user and the support organizations. Your recommendations will be
given serious consideration during the current revision efforts to AR's governing

Maintenance Float.

Twenty-one (70 percent) of the respondents made recommendations in an effort

to improve the local policies and procedures for ORF management. The most popular of

tlese dealt with: the addition of equipment and personnel to maintain float assets, the need

.;Or a more efficient recordkeeping system, the use of component items as float rather than

the items itself, and the overall updating or revision of the present regulations. Some of the

indi-idual comments are as follows:

1. Larger amount of float stock for using activities because of the

transportation problem to the GS shop (AVSCOM-Europe).

2. a. Float should be hand receipted to user in order to facilitate the

t, atisaction.
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b. The units that maintain the float should be signed with the item.

c. ORF should be available to all units within a theatre.

d. Component floating from end item (MIRCOM-Europe).

3. The unit turning in a vehicle be held responsible for any other

conditions, (to prevent a total rebuild) then original fault (ARRCOM-Europe).

4. Special requirements are placed on the float by commanders such as

some of the float is directed to critical radio nets, to backup critical nets or stations or used

during field exercises. At these times, the equipment is pulled away from the float, thus

reducing the quantity of float on hand. Recommendations: Radio should be authorized on

the units' TOE to fully support the division's mission (ECOM-CONUS).

5. Recommend some of the low density items which have more than one

commodity command involved be included in a RCF rather than a local ORF.
Example: (Capparrels, Vulcans, M551 AR/AAV, M60 Tanks, TOW, etc., can be repaired at

DS level for the automotive but to no great extent on the armament portion of the system.

An ORF, if used right, needs a section dedicated to support, account, and exchange it as it

was orginally intended to be used (ARCOM-Pacific).

D.3.2 Observation.

One problem area needing further consideration and study is that of the

communication form between the MACOM's and the DARCOM commodity commands.

The problem itself is that no effective means of transferring the information of float usage,

demands, etc., from the MACOM to the commodity command is in existence. For instance,

FORSCOM uses the 589-R forms and compiles a semiannual demand/usage data base but

the data has not been received at the commodity command's maintenance divisions who

could use the information in recomputing ORF requirements and updating ORF factors.

D.3.3 Responses Part Two: ORF FLOAT DISPOSITION AND CONDITION.

The field questionnaire included a section on the present disposition and condition of

ORF items. The type of information requested included such items as the amomt of float
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aut jorized, amouut on hand, amount serviceable, number of demands on float, number of
P,mands satisfied, etc. Since these data elements by themselves are not readily comparable,

.dI ator functions were developed (e.g., number of float items per number items supported

-L opposed to only the number of float items). The remainder of the analysis of the field

questions addresses these indicators.

1. i.Itimated Float Factor. (Number of float items authorized by the MACOM -L, the

munber of items in TOE units supported b) the authorized float.) This indicator showed a

variation from a low average .006 for a CONUS airborne division to high average of .24 for

many of the MIRCOM supported items. Uniformit) within the commodity commands was

eNident indicating the use of consistent float factors within commands.

2. Percent Authorized Which Were on Hand. (Number of float items actually on hand -

mumber of float items authorized by the MACOM.) Across the board this indicator appeared

relatively high. In some instances, AVSCOM items, there were more on hand than

authorized. Seventy percent of the units reported having at least 80 percent of their

authorized float items on hand. Of the remaining units, values as low as 14 percent were

s ,bmitted. One of the low responses was attributed to having had their float removed from

the theatre to support a much needed overhaul program (IHAWK).

3. Percent on Hand in Serviceable Condition. (Number of float on hand that is

serviceable and available for use - nmnber of float items acttually on hand.) This indicator

also appears to be relatively high with 65 percent of the respondents indicating at least 60

percent of their float assets in serviceable condition. On the other hand, there were three

mits with extremely low values (MIRCOM-Europe, ECOM-Europe, TARCOM-CONUS).

In the case of ECOM with large quantities of float assets, the respondent indicated that the

current field exercises had depleted most of his/her float stock hence causing a low

serviceable condition to prevail.

. Demands on Float Per Supported End Item. (Number of ORF exchanges requested

b- supported TOE's during the prior 90.dav period - number of items in the TOE unit

upported by the authorized float.)

This indicator was developed to compare the demands on float per supported end item

between the various commodities.
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It is interesting to note that there appears to be a correlation between this and the first

indicator. Those items with high estimated float factors also exhibited the greatest demands

per supported item and similarly those with low float factors were related to those with

lesser demands. This observation gives credence to the present authorized float quantities

exhibited b) the responses.

5. Percent Demands Satisfied. (Number of requests satisfied for a float item over the

prior 90 days .- number of requests made in the prior 90 days.)

This percentage is relatively high (85 percent-100 percent) across the board except in

the following cases:

a. MIRCOM-Europe-Their response was low because they had only 26 percent of

their authorized float on hand.

b. TARCOM-Pacific-in this case only 43 percent of their on4und stock was in

serviceable condition.

c. AVSCOM-CONUS-70 percent of authorized was in serviceable condition

implying that the quantity authorized was low.

d. ECOM-Europe-66 percent authorized was on hand and the 60 percent

authorized was in serviceable condition.

6. Turnaround Tune, 90-Day Average. (Average time to return to a serviceable
condition, an item for which a float had been exchanged.)

ARRCOM reported an average of 54 hours per item. AVSCOM did not submit any data

in response to this question. The range for the ECOM items was from 4.17 hours to 90 days.

For the item taking 90 days, all of the time was attributed to NORS. MIRCOM's average per

reporting unit varied from 5 days to 22 days. Again a substantial amount of the large TAT

were attributed to NORS time. TARCOM exhibited the greatest variation with a low of 1

day and a high of 190 days. Both of these values were reported for the M551. (The 190 days

was reported in CONUS with 80 days NORS and the 1 day was reported by the Pacific.)

These variations of TAT again demonstrate the tse of local criteria in determining float

transactions.
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7. Other data elements required by this portion of the questionnaire but which had only a

uL,,)minal number of responses are listed below.

a. Components of End Items. (Whe. end items listed in Column I also have major

components which are carried as float, list these opposite the end item.)

Only ECOM and MIRCOM reported component items which ae carried as float.

b. Substitute Items. (Indicate if float stock consists wholly or partially of items

different than that assigned to supported TOE's but is issued as a substitute when required.

An example is a gasoline powered APC which is issued in lieu of a diesel powered APC.)

AVSCOM, ECOM, MIRCOM reported only a few of these items.

c. Not Operationally Ready, Supply. (Number of float items that are NORS and

average length of time NORS in days. (On date of questionnaire).)

d. Not Operationally Ready, Maintenance. (Number of float items NORM, due

either to waiting for maintenance or in process of maintenance. (On date of questionnaire

and average length of time NORM in days).)

Not being able to differentiate from blanks and zeros in the response to these

questions made any kind of average misleading. The variation of the nonzero or nonblank

responses was great. In general the NORM was much less than the NORS. A comparison of

the max and min NORS/NORM times are given in the table.

MAX MIN

NORS 290 days (ARRCOM-Pacific) 21 days (ECOM-Europe)

NORM 187 days (TARCOM-Europe) 9 days (ECOM-Europe)
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APPENDIX E

ORF DATA COLLECTION

(DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENT)

E.1 DATA REQUIREMENTS.

As mentioned earlier in the report, sufficient quantities will be distributed as ORF

stock dring peacetime in order to insure that the units maintain their readiness objective.

These quantities, as determined by the distribution model, are dependent on the different

failure rates and downtimes experienced by the given system at the various installations.

Since the distribution model may be used for both CONUS and OCONUS (OCONUS used at

the discretion, of the command) operations, the data requirements described herein will be

applicable to both unless otherwise noted.

A major assumptioa_ made by the model which simplifies the data collection task is

that the number of maintenance actions on a given system at each maintenance level for a

fixed length of time are Poisson distributed. This means that the number of items in

maintenance at any level depends only on the mean turnaround time.

Hence, the principal data necessary is the average turnaround time and a

maintenance frequency experienced for each system at the various installations and

maintenance levels.

In the context used above, the turnaround time is defined as the time it takes to return

the system back to operational status once the decision is made to repair the system at the

given maintenance level. This time can conceptually be broken down into the following

components:

a. Transportation time* to the repair facility.

b. Waiting time prior to or during repair and/or transportation.

*Note since the item is up once the repair is completed, transportation time from the maintenance shop is
not considered as part of TAT.
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C. R'pair time spent undergoing actual repairs.

Siniilari%. the maintenance frequency (MF) is defined as the niunher of isits a given

.N-tein makes to a iven maintenance shop for repairs during a fixed length of time.

With minor modifications to the current procedures, these data elements may be

recorded on Forms DA-2407 and DD-314 and rolled up on DA Form 2406 which is

processed at MMC. The specific details of these modifications are given in the next section.

E.2 MODIFICATION TO CURRENT PROCEDURES.

In order to assemble the necessary data. TAT's and MF's for organization and support

maintenance have to be collected on each serial number in the field from every init

requiring float support for the given system (For OCONUS, support has to be further

divided into DS and GS maintenance.) DD Form 314 provides a record, Figure E-I, of

NORS/NORM time-both organizational and support. This form is filled out for each item

of equipment by the TAMMS clerk of the unit supporting the item. The TM 38-750

instruction for recording the data are: "(6) Nonavailable days will be recorded for all items

b- the symbol "0" for organizational NORM and "X" for support maintenance. For items

reported on DA Form 2406, Appendix C, not operationally ready, supply (NORS) at

organizational level will be recorded on a daily basis by an "S" within the "0" symbol (Fig.

El). Half days will be recorded by dividing the "0" symbol; e.g., 0. All other nonavailable

das organizational level will be considered as not operationally ready, maintenance

(NORM)."

Currently, the TAMMS clerk uses Blocks 24 and 26 of the (Work Accomplished by

Support Maintenance) DA Form 2407, Figure E-2, to get the nonavailable days due to

support maintenance. This period includes the time between the date that support received

the item and the date support completed the maintenance. Apparently, that period herein

defined as transportation time, between the submitted date (Block 23, the date of the

decision to repair the item at support) and the receipt date (Block 24) is not included in the

nonavailable days. Individuals at MMC and LOGC confirmed these findings and agreed that

it was due to the fact that neither organization nor support wanted to be held accountable

for this time.
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.a order to report the total time the itern is not available due to needed support

.!iaiatenance, it is recommended that the current ,eporting procedure be changed to include

Lt additional transportation time, i.e., support time should be considered as the time

betiecn the submitted date (Block 23) and the inspected date (Bloc, 26) and be reported

ab such on the DD Form 314. The other change to the DD Form 314 reporting procedures is

for OCONIS commands only and requires that the support time be identified by DS and

GS indicalors.

Since only averages are needed, the DD Form 314 data can be compiled in the field for

each system and then submitted to I)ARCOM in a simplified sumimary report. With a few

changes in the reporting formal, the presently used "Materiel Readiness Report," I)A Form

2406, can be used for this purpose.

The Form 2406 as shown in Figure E-3 is a monthly composite of the Form 314 data

rolled up for each line item by the organizational TAMM's clerk; in turn, the Forms 2406

are rolled up at the battalion level on a quarterly basis and then submitted to MMC for

processing. From this input, various management reports are produced indicating

information as to the readiness status of equipment and possible reasons for short falls.

Aith the addition of two columns to the equipment availability portion of this form,

the ORF distributional data requirements would be satisfied. The additional data would be

the number of maintenance actions incurred by the reported system at organization and at

support. Once this data is incorporated into the form, MMC could compute average TAT

and MF's for an,% user level above battalion for the given system. These statistics would then

be submitted to DESCOM for processing in the distributional model.

The additional requirement made of the field is that the TAMM's clerl record the

number of runs of O's or X's on DD Form 314 for the month. A consecutive series of X's

(runs) would cotut as one maintenance action at support and similarly the same for O's for

oranization. The total count of these runs for each line item would then be recorded on

DA Form 2406 as the number of maintenance actions experienced by the system.

:... PROJECT UMBRELLA.

At the request of IXSLOG, a committee "Project Umbrella" was formed to look into

the possibility of reducing and consolidating the number of reports required of the units in
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a heitl. As a resilt of the committee's recomjmendation, the LOCC was tafiked to revise

h., -- teriel readiness reporting currently contained in TM 38-750 in a mranner consistent
!i die reporting requtirements of the new NXR 220-1 for twit readiness reporting. As part

A 00Lis effort, LOCC intends to produce a draft AR containing all required procedures for

repurtirig materiel readiness on a revised DAk Form 2406. Thib form will consolidate D)A

Forms 2406, 1352, the Materiel Assistance lDesinated Report. and the Army Missile and

Rocket Report (RCS 139).

In order to give better visibility to the problem areas for the commodity cornmanids,

DOI) requiested that not only the readiness of the system be recorded but also that of thle

critical subsystems and end items which could cause a deadline. To capture this additional

information in the field, LOGC intends to replace the DD Form 314 for recording the daily

availability of the svstemn with a more extensive daily record form. Figure [E4 represents this

proposed form referred to as DA Form 2406-1 wort; form. This form is designed to be filled

out on a daily basis by the maintenance technician in charge of the system and then rolled

up on a monthly basis b) the organizational TAMM 's clerk.

The replacement of DD Form 314 impacts on the ORF data collection scheme

presented in the preceding section. LOGC agreed to work with 1IR0 in an effort to revise D)A

Form 2406-1 in order to record the necessary ORF data in the field.

Figpire E-5 represents the proposed new DA Form 2406: LOGC agreed to cliange this

form in accordance with the requirements cited in the preceding section referring to the

irntvused DA Form 2406.

A 6-month test of these new forms and ieporting provedures is s(cliedidid t.O C01(11.kelh,

on January 1978 and. hoipefully, the ORF data collection will lik~ewise be tested. Upon

approval, implementations of these changes would then occur in the second quarter of FY

79.
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APPENDIX F

ORF PEACETIME DISTRIUI.lTION MODEL

F.1 GENERAL.

Paragraph 3.2.6 stated that the overall availability of equipment in an area and not

necessarily each unit's equipment availability is what most matters to deployment and

training readiness. Clearly, this is true with sufficient warning time or preparation time and

the proper control of equipment allocation in an area. In CONUS this means that all float

stocks at an installation are available to any unit in need of equipment when deploying or

training. In OCONUS theatres it means that all float stocks in the corps are similarly

available. The model to be described below is constructed around this concept. Specifically,

for a given area (e.g., installation in CONUS, or corps in OCONUS) if the target for

equipment availability is Ar, and the number of supported equipment is N, then the number

of float equipments, Sf is selected such that the expected number up, Nup = N + Sf -

expected number in repair pipeline = N x Ar. This approach has an implicit interpretation of

AR 220-1 availability goals. The Army philosophy on readiness, specifically equipment

readiness, is that equipment availability equal to or above the targets reflects a ready unit.

From a statistical sense, thouigh unit equipment readin,'.,. ma-, be controlled through ORF,

the availability targets cannot be met all of the time. Naturally, the more the ORF the more

frequently the availability targets can be met. But AR 220-1 provides only the availability

targets; it says nothing at all about an acceptable frequency for achieving thee targets

although, of course, all of the time is desired. The above approach assumes that a

satisfactory equipment readiness may be maintained by achieving the targets on an average

basis. This, in fact, is consistent with the current method of collecting readiness statistics.

So, if an installations' equipment readiness posture were observed and measured over a long

time, the average of the measurements would be Ar x N. Clearly the burden of the model is

to determine the expected number of equipments in the repair pipeline as a function of the

equipment failure characteristics, the repair time, and the amount of float, which has a sort

of secondary effect on the number in repair since it primarily increases the number up and

able to fail.

In developing the model it is assumed that authorized TOE quantities are necessary to

enable the units to perform their missions. Consequently, when computing the expected

F-1
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number down it is assuned that float is used to keep as many TOE equipments tip

posible. Float stock, then, is computed so that it has the potential to provide the target

availability even if it were to be drawn for every failure of the equipment. However, as

discussed in 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, this is not to be taken as a requirement that float be drawn

everytime in the actual operating environment.

F.2 CONUS DISTRIBUTION MODEL.

Definitions:

Sf amount of float stock

failure rate for a given fielded equipment

M = number of units authorized the item.

Ni  authorized quantity of the item for unit i

N = number of equipments to be supported by float

M
= £ N

i=l

Ar  availability requirement at the installation level.

M NI
E Ni A , E Ni

TO  = average repair time at organization

T = average support turnaround time to include time to ship

the item to support maintenance and the in-shop time

Porg - probability that a failure will be repaired at the

organization level
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When a failure occurs, the equipment iB sent to organizational repair and with

probability' Porg is repaired there. With probabilitx% (I -Porg) the equipment requires support

maintenance. Turnaround times at both organization and support level are independent of

one another and are takeni to be realizations generated from exponential distributions of

means To, and T., respectively. The assumption of exponentially distributed times is not

critical to the model itself, but greatly simplifies the collection of repair time data. See

Appendix E.

To model this system we make use of an analogous system, the infinite server Markov

queue with state dependent arrival rates. Sherbrooke 122 1 treats this in sufficient detail for

our purposes.

If #(k) =probability that k units are in the repair pipeline, then

*(o) =C

P k C ( Xo) ( XI) ( 2)-( k1) . (~

k!

where X. = X N if i <1 S

X i= X(N -i+Sf) if Sf ' i N +Sf

T = (Porg) (TO) + (I - Porg)Ts

C is a normalizing constant chosen such that

N + Sf
E q(k)=

k=o

The expected number in the repair pipeline is

N + Sf

E() k +(k)

k=o
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and consequently the expected number up is E(U) = N + Sf - E(D)

Then E(U)/N is the expected percent of fielded equipments available. Note that because of

the emphasis on area availability, it is possible with large float quantities, to get a result

greater than 100 percent. This only means that on the average there are more than enough

up equipments at support level to compensate for those in the repair pipelines.

F.3 OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTION MODEL.

Paragraph 3.4.2 stated that overseas commands may requisition their full wartime ORF

requirement for distribution to their units as they see fit. It also stated that the CONUS

model would be made available to assist with the distribution problem. The quantity

provided by the model is the minimum amount of ORF the commands should requisition.

The CONUS distribution model can also assist the commands in determining how

many of the float assets to put in the field and consequently how many to retain in

controlled storage. Naturally, it does so based upon the AR 220-1 availability targets.

However, in an overseas theatre the issues are more complex than at a CONUS installation.

With the concept of area availability, it does not much matter whether assets are

fielded or in controlled storage as long as sufficient warning time exists to get the stored

item in the field where it is needed. With restructured general support, this certainly seems

to be the case since GSU's will serve as storage locations for major items in the corps. Even

though the model will show how much float should be available to the field during

peacetime to maintain the readiness standards, it does not necessarily follow that this

amount must be put ir. the field provided the amounts in storage are able to be easily drawn

in case of need. Another implication of the availability concept is that the GSU should be

the primary holder of ORF since this eases the problems of making assets available to units

when needed.

F.4 EXAMPLE:

Application of Model to M551

The following failure and repair time estimates were obtained through analysis of

SDC data for the M551.
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, = .0369 failures/end item/day

N 116 supported eqtdpments

T = 6.5 days (based on NORS and NORM figures)

Ts  = 18 days

Porg = .7245

Float Stock Expected Equipment Avail.

0 .737

1 .743

3 .756

10 .801

20 .864

30 .928

If 80 percent were the availability target, then 10 float items would be required to

support the 116 M551 equipments. Were the target 85 percent, then 18 float equipments

would be required.
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APPENDIX (

FLOAT EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

G.1 INDICATORS.

As stated in paragraph 3.2.6 and in Appendix F, it is the overall availability of the

equipment in an area (installation, corps) which is critical in distributing ORF assets. This

means that the combined availability of both tie float and fielded assets should be

considered in determining the adequate use and/or distribution of float to the given area. It

is recommended that the statistics "Available Days" (including float) vs. "Required Days"

be used as a management comparison for reviewing float effectiveness. Required days is the

number of equipments which needs to be operatiori in order for materiel units to achieve

their target availability as cited in paragraph 3.4.3 and Available Days is the materiel

availability actually experienced by the units.

G.2 USE.

In practical use, this comparison for a given area is only an initial indicator of problems

in the field. Low available days may be caused by:

(1) Not sufficient float assets distributed to the area to support the necessary

maintenance actions.

(2) Abuse of float assets such as uncontrolled cannibalization, resulting in a low

float availability.

(3) An increase in failure rates and/or maintenance times (higher than those

used in determining the float distribution quantities).

On the other hand, high available days compared with required days may indicate,

especially to OCONUS, that too much float is in the field and portions of it should be

returned to storage.
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G.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS AND CALCIJLATIONS.

For illustration purposes, the calculations and data sources for tile -Available Days"

and "Required Days" indicators will be limited s It) lie :kmitalion level. Higher levels

(installation, command) ma be calculated bN rolling imp lit- baltalion values and lower

levels (support, unit) winch probably wouldn't be required. can be calculated in the same

manner as battalion but with a lower level of input data. Iepiorting for several levels gives

management the visibility of the interactions of the lower levels and their net effect on the

total availability of the installation or command. As in tile case of the ORF Data

Requirements, Appendix E, the vehicle for capturing this necessary data is the Materiel

Readiness Report, DA Form 2406. This form as shown in Figure G-I is filled out monthly

at the unit level and quarterly at the battalion level. The two statistics may be calculated

and compared from the quarterly report in the following.

G.3.1 Available Days: The overall availability of the item at battalion level is the

total available days of both the float and fielded requirements reported by each unit in

column h of Form 2406; i.e.,

M N

I)B L Di  + E i)J/

where DB the number of Available 1)as of the item for

the battalion.

M number of units in battalion

Di  the number of available days of the item for the

unit per column h (exclmolin float items)

N number of units holding float equipments for the item

(usually a maintenance support umit).

I
Dj ithe number of available days of the float equipment

for the unit per column i.
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G.3.2 Required Days: Based on the total possible days (column g, Form 2406)

excluding float equipment, the required days is the total number of days the battalion is

required to have equipment available in accordance with the units availability target (ref.

per. 3.4.3), i.e.,

M

RB= AIRi
i=I

where

RB required number of available days of the items for

the battalion

M - number of units in the battalion

Ri  = the number of possible available days (column g) of the

item for the unit

Aki  availability target for the item, depending upon the

ALO of each unit.

G.3.3 Comparisons: The results from subtracting the available days from the

required days and dividing by the number of days in the period ((RB - DB) -t 90 days I)
gives a rough estimate as to the number of additional float items needed to achieve the

battalion's target availability. As stated in the preceding section, this comparison is only an

initial indicator and other problem areas should be explored before requesting additional

float stock.

Note: In order to identify the availability of float assets, the support units with float

items on their property book mint report the availability of these items on a separate DA

Form 2406 with utilization code 4 (indicating float stock). Based on the number of float

items currently being reported on DA Form 2406, this requirement is not being satisfied.
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The changes in DA Form 2406 being recommended by, tile LOCC 4jllod vut alfect tile

methods of data collection and calculation mentioned above. 1110) %ill I.,ep aulueasti oari

acti-tities in this area that might impact the availabilitN of the required dataL.
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APPENDIX H

11.1 Example 1.

The foilowing example ilustrate. the application of the proposed wartime RCF

method to a hypothetical item.

EXAMPLE

A. Assume the foilowing input data.

1. Length of war = 8 months.

2. Average in-theatre densities, by month after D.Day.

1 bnth Average Density

1 500

2 700

3 800

4 850

5 875

6 900

7 900

8 900
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3. Unserviceabl generations, by month.

T'his includes generations due to equipment usage and due to combat damage

requiring depot-level repair.

Unserviceable

Month Generations

1 20

2 28

3 32

4 34

5 17

6 18

7 18

8 18

Note: These unserviceable generations reflect a 4-month "intense" period and a

4-month "sustaining" period; hence, the decrease between months 4 and 5.

4. Unserviceable. on-hand at the depot on D-Day =20.
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5. Maximum depot induction rate, by month, based on a given allocation of depot

capacity.

Maximum

Month Induction Rate

1 10

2 15

3 20

4 25

5 25

6 25

7 25

8 25

6. Transportation Times

Theatre-To-Depot = 1 month

Depot-To-Theatre = 1 month

7. Depot Repair Time = I month

B. Float Determination.

1. First, adjust the depot induction rate for the D-Day unserviceableo. In this

example, the 20 items on hand at D-Day require all of the capacity of Month 1 and reduces

the Month 2 capacity for inducting new returns to five items.

H-3
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Thus, the depot capacity available for processing new inductions Would be AS

follows:

maximum

Month lnduction Rate for New Returns

1 0

2 5

3 20

4 25

5 25

6 25

7 25

8 25

H4



2. Second, calculate the arrivals of new generations to tedepots. This is the

schedule of generations, delayed by the threatre-to-depot transportation time (in tis

example, 1 month).

Arrvals

Month At Depot

1 0

2 20

3 28

4 32

5 34

6 17

7 18

8 18

[1-5
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3. Next, calculate depot inductions during each month.

Let li  = inductions during month i

IMAXi  = max. inductions during month i

A, = arrivals at depot in month i

= unserviceable item inventory at the end of month i

lj=Min EIi+A lMAX8

Eo =0

Month F.1 A, (F. 1+A) IMAXI EF

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 20 20 5 5 15

3 15 28 43 20 20 23

4 23 32 55 25 25 30

5 30 34 64 25 25 39

6 39 17 56 25 25 31

7 31 18 49 25 25 24

8 24 18 42 25 25 17

H-6
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4. Next c&aculte the depot output, which is the induction achedule deyd b&y th

depot repair time (in this example, 1 month).

Depot Output

Month During Month

1 0

2 0

3 5

4 20

5 25

6 25

7 25

8 25
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5. Next, calculate the returns to the theatre, which is the depot output delayed by

the depot-to-theatre transportation time.

Returns to Theatre

Month During Month

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 5

5 20

6 25

7 25

8 25
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6. Calculate the cumulative generations, the cumulative returns to the theatre, and

the difference between the two (which is the RCF requirement).

Cure. Cum. RCF

Month Generations Returns Requirement

1 20 0 20

2 48 0 48

3 80 0 80

4 114 5 109

5 131 25 106

6 149 50 99

7 167 75 92

8 185 100 85

In this example, the maximum of 109 occurs during month 4.

H.2 Example 2.

This example illustrates the method for jointly determining the RCF and combat

consumption requirements.
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Assume that in the first 4 months, that the combat loss is 20 percent per month, and

that in the last 4 months, it is 10 percent per month. Based on the deployment schedule

given in Example 1, the following table shows the monthly and cumulative looses.

Avg. Deployed Cum.

Month Density Los Factor Losses Losses

1 500 .2 100 100

2 700 .2 140 240

3 800 .2 160 400

4 850 .2 170 570

5 875 .1 88 658

6 900 .1 90 748

7 900 .1 90 928

The combat consumption requirement is 928. The RCF requirement previously

calculated was 109, for a total of 1,037.
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The following table shows what happens if the requirements are computed jointly.

Cur. cum. Ret. =

Combat Uns. From Total

Month Cons. Gen. Total Depot Requirement

100 20 120 0 120

2 240 48 288 0 288

3 400 80 480 0 480

4 570 114 684 5 679

5 658 131 789 25 764

6 748 149 897 50 847

7 838 167 1005 75 930

8 928 185 1113 100 1013

The joint calculation yields a maximum requirement for combat consumption and

RCF of 1013, occurring for the eighth month which is a 2.3 percent less than the sum of the

separate calculations.
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